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Abstract 

Abstract 
Globally, groundwater is an essential resource to overcome the current problems related to water 

availability. The rapid urbanization process affects groundwater quality and quantity. For instance, 

exfiltration of wastewater from sewer networks in urban areas contaminates aquifers with nutrients and 

emerging contaminants. In order to protect urban aquifers and optimise monitoring systems, further 

understanding of spatiotemporal distributions of sewer-borne contaminants and dimensions of the 

contamination plumes within groundwater is needed. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to analyse the 

relation between the spatial distribution of sewer networks (represented as line sources of pollution) and 

the evolution of contaminant plumes in aquifers. This was done by a simplified approach considering a 

long-term contaminant transport in an aquifer. Numerical modelling and geospatial analysis tools were 

used to evaluate the effect of the shape of the sewer network on the spreading of sewer-borne 

contaminants. The scenarios considered different sewer networks shapes, typical leakage rates and 

different groundwater flow directions. The scenarios were developed in Python script language 

assuming conservative solute transport. Results suggest that the knowledge on the shape of sewer 

network and on groundwater flow could facilitate the identification and localisation of areas with high risk 

of pollution. A better understanding of the relation between sewer network shapes and the evolution of 

contamination plumes was achieved. Understanding this relation is a first step towards proposing or 

optimising existing, point-based monitoring networks. This could facilitate and improve groundwater 

management in urban environments. 
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diffuse sources, groundwater contamination, urban pollution, sewer leakage, simplified simulation 
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Resumo 

Resumo 
Globalmente, a água subterrânea é um recurso essencial para ultrapassar os atuais problemas 

relacionados com a disponibilidade de água. O processo de urbanização rápida afeta a qualidade e 

quantidade de água subterrânea. Por exemplo, o vazamento de águas residuais das redes de esgoto 

em áreas urbanas contamina os aquíferos com nutrientes e contaminantes emergentes. A fim de 

proteger os aquíferos urbanos e otimizar os sistemas de monitorização, é necessária uma melhor 

compreensão das distribuições espácio-temporais dos contaminantes transportados pelos esgotos e 

das dimensões das plumas de contaminação das águas subterrâneas. Portanto, o objetivo desta tese 

é analisar a relação entre a distribuição espacial das redes de esgotos (representados como fontes 

lineares de poluição) e a evolução das plumas contaminantes nos aquíferos. Isto foi feito através de 

uma abordagem simplificada considerando um transporte de contaminantes a longo prazo num 

aquífero. Foram utilizadas ferramentas de modelação numérica e análise geoespacial para avaliar o 

efeito da forma da rede de esgotos na propagação de contaminantes transportados pelos esgotos. Os 

cenários consideraram diferentes formas de redes de esgoto, taxas de vazamento típicas e diferentes 

direções de fluxo de águas subterrâneas. Os cenários foram desenvolvidos em Python assumindo 

transporte de soluto conservador. Os resultados sugerem que o conhecimento sobre a forma da rede 

de esgotos e sobre o fluxo de águas subterrâneas poderia facilitar a identificação e localização de áreas 

com elevado risco de poluição. Foi obtida uma melhor compreensão da relação entre as formas da rede 

de esgotos e a evolução das plumas de contaminação. Compreender esta relação é um primeiro passo 

para propor ou otimizar redes de monitorização existentes, baseadas em pontos. Isto poderia facilitar 

e melhorar a gestão das águas subterrâneas em ambientes urbanos. 

 

Palavras-chave 
fontes difusas, contaminação de águas subterrâneas, poluição urbana, vazamento de esgoto, 

simulação simplificada 
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1 Introduction 
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Groundwater is important to ensure future water supply, in a context of climate change and water stress. 

By 2050 urban areas will concentrate up to 70% of the global population (UN, 2018). The rapid 

urbanization process poses challenges while managing urban groundwater resources.  One of these 

challenges is the increasing negative impact on urban groundwater availability, affecting water supply 

in terms of quality and quantity (Schirmer et al., 2013). For example, the rapidly growing cities in the 

developing countries are projected to become major sources of nutrient emissions. Therefore, adequate 

management strategies are required to increase resilience of cities and achieve the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDG) proposed by 2030. Specifically the SDG number six, related to “ensure 

availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation” (UNESCO, 2019). 

Lacking adequate treatment and disposal of wastewater affect urban groundwater quality. Sewer 

networks conducting raw wastewater may have failures leading to leakages. A leaky sewer system might 

have exfiltration of wastewater or infiltration of groundwater into the sewer. Among the sewer-borne 

contaminants resulting from the exfiltration of wastewater, pathogens increase water-related health risks 

(Ellis and Revitt, 2002; Held et al., 2007; Reynolds and Barrett, 2003) and nutrients affect groundwater-

dependent ecosystems (Erostate et al., 2018; Haßler et al., 2018). In addition, emerging contaminants 

such as pharmaceutically active compounds, drugs of abuse, personal care products and disinfection 

by-products are found in aquifers as a result of sewer exfiltration, especially in urban shallow aquifers 

(Jurado et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2015; Roehrdanz et al., 2017). Emerging contaminants are typically 

highly persistent and have potentially harmful effects on ecosystems and human health. For instance, 

endocrine disruptor compounds may affect reproduction in both humans and wildlife (Jurado et al., 

2012), while antibiotics can contribute to the evolution and dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes 

(Liu et al., 2018; Pamplona-Silva et al., 2018). Additionally, the combination of the components of the 

contaminants, may trigger a synergistic effect increasing their negative impacts even at very low 

concentrations (Barouki, 2017; Pamplona-Silva et al., 2018). 

Over the years, two approaches have been developed to face groundwater contamination challenges 

due to the exfiltration of wastewater from leaky sewer networks. The first approach is focused on 

management and detection of leakages (Apperl et al., 2017; Candelieri et al., 2014; Eggimann et al., 

2017). Here, the objective is to avoid pollution of aquifers. In contrast, the second approach aims to 

protect human health and ecosystems against polluted groundwater. Hence, this second approach 

consists on: I) installation or optimisation of monitoring systems (Prakash and Datta, 2016), II) risk 

assessments (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and III) remediation of polluted aquifers or groundwater treatment 

(Gutiérrez-Zapata et al., 2017). The urban groundwater monitoring systems face, as a main challenge, 

the spatial heterogeneity of the concentration of contaminants. Contaminant concentration and water 

flow have a high variability in time and space. Thus, point-monitoring might have a questionable 

representativity of the samples (Schirmer et al., 2013). Additionally, the correct interpretation of the data 

and the differentiation among sources of contamination remains a challenge (Stigter et al., 2011). 

Further understanding of spatiotemporal distribution of sewer-borne contaminants and dimensions of 

the contamination plumes in the groundwater will allow to improve urban groundwater monitoring 

systems and to have an adequate eco-toxicological risk assessment. An optimisation of the monitoring 
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systems can be done by adapting field methods, including model-based and statistical analyses 

(Schirmer et al., 2013). 

Installing urban groundwater monitoring systems requires high investments. Therefore, optimising the 

detection of potential sewer-borne contamination sources allows to successfully allocate financial 

resources. Spatiotemporal modelling approaches can optimise the amount and spatial distribution of 

groundwater observation points (Jones et al., 2014; McLean et al., 2019). As a result, areas with high 

risk of pollution can be identified. 

The distribution of sewer-borne contaminants in urban aquifers depends on I) climatological and 

hydrogeological characteristics, II) chemical properties of the pollutant, III) urban land use (past and 

present) and IV) distribution of contamination sources (Schirmer et al., 2013; Tubau et al., 2017; Wolf 

et al., 2004). Depending on the topographic and hydraulic conditions, sewers might be located in the 

vadose zone, above the groundwater level. Due to gravity, the contaminant transport from the vadose 

zone towards groundwater is mainly vertical (Tubau et al., 2017).  

In this master thesis it was assumed that in a long-term, multiple and continuous pollution points 

sources, from leaky sewer networks, may reach the saturated zone as a horizontal line source. This 

assumption might be valid when the point sources are located close to each other. Hence, this line 

source of contamination would follow the geometry of the sewer network. Consequently, the sewer 

network geometry (e.g. length and location of pipelines) may influence the spreading of contaminants 

in the saturated zone. Therefore, it was hypothesised that knowing sewer network properties and basic 

site information (precipitation, soil maps, hydrogeological characteristics), would probably facilitate the 

identification and localisation of sewer-borne contaminant plumes.  

However, it is still not clear how sewer characteristics influence the spreading of contaminant plumes in 

aquifers. Hence, further knowledge about the relation between spatial distribution of sewer networks (as 

line sources of pollution) and the evolution of contaminant plumes is needed. Understanding this relation 

is a first step towards proposing or optimising existing point-based monitoring networks. Therefore, the 

general objective of this master thesis project was to evaluate the evolution of contaminant plumes 

originating from sewer systems that are represented as horizontal polyline sources at the groundwater 

table. This master thesis was done within the scope of the project “Incident -Utilising sewer network 

characteristics for the identification of optimised point-based monitoring systems”, funded by the 

German Research Foundation (DFG). 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The present chapter showed an overview of the importance and 

the main objective of the study. The second chapter presents the state of the art, whilst the third chapter 

shows the hypotheses of the study. In the chapter four, the methods are explained, considering the 

simulation approach, characterisation of sewer networks and contaminant plumes, as well as the 

statistical analysis. The main results are presented and discussed in the chapter five. Finally, 

conclusions and recommendations are formulated. 

.
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Chapter 2 

Current knowledge on sewer 

exfiltration 
2 Current knowledge on sewer exfiltration 
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2.1 SEWER LEAKAGES AND THE EXFILTRATION OF 

WASTEWATER INTO URBAN AQUIFERS 

Sewer leakages lead to uncontrolled urban aquifer recharge and contamination of groundwater 

(Vystavna et al., 2018). The potential difference between groundwater table and sewer water level leads 

to infiltration of groundwater into a leaky sewer system or exfiltration of wastewater from the leaky sewer 

(Chisala and Lerner, 2008; Karpf et al., 2011). The exfiltration of wastewater occurs when the 

groundwater table is below the sewer (Bishop et al., 1998). The increasing age of sewer systems 

generates sewer deterioration, failures and leakages (Ellis and Revitt, 2002). For instance, in Europe 

older sewers have a greater frequency of failures, while more modern sewers are surrounded by 

granular material creating leakage paths (Reynolds and Barrett, 2003). 

The structural defects and failures in the sewer system depend on the type of material, joints and 

installation techniques. Furthermore, external factors such as ground movement, high traffic load, 

overload of the system, inadequate maintenance and insufficient rehabilitation increase the frequency 

of failures and, hence, the potential impact of leakages (Reynolds and Barrett, 2003). Additionally, 

depending on the sewer type (sanitary, storm, or combined) and the water quality, hydraulic abrasion 

and chemical attack might damage sewer systems. For instance, in sanitary sewers, sulphate (SO42-) in 

wastewater under anaerobic conditions promotes corrosion of concrete pipes (Rauch and Kleidorfer, 

2014). The extent of leakage could be determined by: I) the age of sewer network, II) the frequency of 

faults, III) the construction materials and methods used, as well as IV) the level of groundwater table 

(Reynolds and Barrett, 2003).  

The factors generating sewer exfiltration are well understood (Bishop et al., 1998; Caradot et al., 2017; 

Chisala and Lerner, 2008; Ellis et al., 2003; Ellis and Revitt, 2002; Karpf et al., 2011; Wolf et al., 2006). 

The exfiltration flow from sewer networks depends mainly on pipe diameter, pipe water level, age, pipe 

length and distance from the pipe to the groundwater level (Table 1) (Ana et al., 2009; Caradot et al., 

2018; Lee et al., 2015). Household connections are prone to have more frequency of faults and 

therefore, exfiltration. This is usually due to lack of maintenance and poor quality of connections of 

house laterals (Barrett et al., 1999; Barrett and Reynolds, 2003). Additionally, pipes with small-diameter 

and shallow burial depth are usually in worse condition than big pipes with a greater burial depth 

(Caradot et al., 2018). In case of deeply laid pipes, infiltration of groundwater into sewer networks might 

occur due to the difference between the pipe water level and groundwater level. For instance, Karpf and 

Krebs (2004) showed that 80% of the groundwater infiltration into sewers, in the city of Dresden, was 

caused by pipes with diameters larger than 1200mm.
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Table 1. Main parameters generating sewer deterioration and exfiltration from sewer networks 

Parameter Type of Impact1 Sources 

Pipe water level + Boukhemacha, (2015); Karpf, (2012); Karpf and Krebs, 
(2011a); Kidmose et al. (2015); Peche et al. (2017) 

Age + 
Ana et al. (2009); Boukhemacha, (2015); Caradot et al. 
(2018); Jeppesen et al. (2011); Lee et al. (2015); Wolf 
et al. (2006) 

Sewer manhole to manhole 
length/pipe length + Ana et al. (2009); Jeppesen et al. (2011); Kidmose et 

al.(2015); Ly and Chui, (2012); Roehrdanz et al. (2017) 
Distance from the pipe to the 
groundwater level - Karpf, (2012); Kidmose et al. (2015); Lee et al. (2015); 

Roehrdanz et al. (2017) 
1 Type of impact: + (direct relation with leakage flow), - (inverse relation with leakage flow) 

Additionally, sedimentation in pipes can seal structural failures such as open joints or large cracks. 

Sealing is given by microbial films, algal mats and the formation of colmation layers above the bedding 

layer. The colmation layer (Figure 1) limits the volume of leakage and establishes an ultimate steady-

state equilibrium of the exfiltration. However, on the long-term, the thickness of the colmation layer is 

typically unstable, since it is affected by hydrostatic pressure variations within the pipes or rapid 

elevation of groundwater levels (Nikpay, 2015). Sewer leakages never seal completely, and all sewers 

have varying degrees of exfiltration over extended periods (Ellis et al., 2003, 2009).  

 

Figure 1. Conceptual representation of colmation layer in a leaky sewer (Ellis et al., 2009) 

2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF SEWER LEAKAGES AND 

POLLUTION SOURCES FROM SEWER NETWORKS 

Sewer exfiltration affects groundwater quality of both shallow and deep aquifers (Reynolds and Barrett, 

2003). Exfiltration rates can reach up to 10% of the average daily dry weather flow (base wastewater 

flow in sewers) on city scale (Ellis et al., 2003). Tubau et al. (2017) estimated that water supply and 

sewage leakages might contribute up to 48% to the groundwater of Barcelona (Spain), while 

Grimmeisen et al. (2017) identified a contribution up to 25% of sewer leakage in the aquifer of As-Salt 

(Jordan). The presence of pathogens, nutrients and emerging contaminants within exfiltrating sewage 

threats human health and ecosystems (Haßler et al., 2018; Roehrdanz et al., 2017). These sewer-borne 

contaminants have a high spatiotemporal distribution. Therefore, identification of sewer leakages and 
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tracking pollution sources in aquifers are main topics of interest to support urban water management 

(Panasiuk et al., 2015; Rutsch et al., 2008, 2006; Vystavna et al., 2018; Wolf et al., 2007). 

Monitoring structural health of sewers can locate leakages to propose rehabilitation planning and, 

therefore, prevent groundwater contamination (Rutsch et al., 2006). Evaluation of sewer conditions can 

be done by visual inspection (e.g. closed-circuit television - CCTV), physical techniques and network-

wide inspection (Kley et al., 2013). The prediction of exfiltration rates based on CCTV records can be of 

low accuracy and highly subjective (Dirksen et al., 2013). Physical techniques include: I) sonar and 

lasers, II) ultrasonic test and magnetic flux leakage and III) ground penetrating radar (GPR) and infrared 

thermography. These physical techniques enable to analyse pipe geometry and aim to reduce 

uncertainty about pipe conditions (Eggimann et al., 2017; Kley et al., 2013). Additionally, network-wide 

inspection technologies such as distributed temperature sensing allow for the detection and localization 

of leakages with high spatial and temporal resolution (Apperl et al., 2017). Other monitoring methods 

comprise pump data analysis and pressure tests (Rutsch et al., 2006). However, monitoring structural 

health of sewers may require high financial and technical capacities (Eggimann et al., 2017), limiting 

their worldwide application.  

In contrast, source contamination detection can be addressed in a faster, more precise and inexpensive 

way by using chemical indicators and microbiological markers typically presented in wastewater 

(Panasiuk et al., 2015). For instance, caffeine, pharmaceuticals (e.g. carbamazepine) and personal care 

products in combination with microbiological indicators (e.g. enteric viruses) have been reported as 

promising, human-specific tracer of faecal contamination and raw wastewater from leakages (Hillebrand 

et al., 2012; Kuroda et al., 2012; Tran et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2012). A comprehensive review of faecal 

contamination tracking in groundwater and detection methods of sewer leakages can be found in Tran 

et al., (2015) and Panasiuk et al., (2015), respectively. The use of these chemical and microbiological 

markers is limited by land use and consumption patterns, population characteristics, hydrogeological 

conditions, persistence of the contaminants and detection limits (Guérineau et al., 2014; Kuroda et al., 

2012; Tran et al., 2015). Adaptation of mass balance approaches including multi-tracer and isotope 

analyses is required due to the spatial distribution of leakages, variation of wastewater composition and 

mixing processes (Grimmeisen et al., 2017; Wolf et al., 2012). Therefore, monitoring groundwater quality 

by identifying the precise source of contamination and actual leakages points remains a challenge, 

especially in urban groundwater systems characterised by their high complexity (Eggimann et al., 2017). 

2.3 MODELLING SEWER LEAKAGES 

Modelling approaches to estimate sewer leakage on city scale have been already developed (Karpf and 

Krebs, 2011b; Rutsch et al., 2008; Wolf et al., 2007). For instance, Karpf and Krebs (2011) analysed the 

influence of clogging and structural conditions (leakage area, backfill and soil properties) on sewer 

leakages. However, the complexity of the developed model requires a rather detailed description of 

leakage area and colmation layer, with both having a high level of uncertainty. Therefore, calibration 
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and verification might be difficult. Considering the large number of point sources related to sewer 

leakages, Wolf et al. (2007) emphasizes the importance of simplifying the simulation of leakages in the 

unsaturated zone on city scale.   

Identifying spatial patterns of the contamination plumes can reduce error propagation and uncertainty. 

In this case, potential leakage locations for sewer networks can be predicted by combining modelling 

and statistical approaches (Lee et al., 2015; Roehrdanz et al., 2017). For instance, Lee et al. (2015) 

developed a model based on geographic information of sanitary sewer exfiltration and wastewater 

indicators in an urban shallow aquifer. They computed exfiltration probabilities combining a pipe failure 

model (including: sewer pipe size, age and material) with interpolated depths to groundwater. 

Wastewater compounds in shallow aquifers were related to sewer exfiltration probabilities. Afterwards, 

Roehrdanz et al. (2017) demostrated that the model developed by Lee et al. (2015) can predict regions 

with high probability of wastewater exfiltration, which affect shallow groundwater quality on city scale. 

This can be done without prior knowledge of leakage locations and requires analysing pipe attributes, 

groundwater elevation, flow direction and wastewater indicators. This alternative overcomes the over-

parametrisation of existing “leakage point” models. Additionally, Moeck et al. (2016) estimated the 

spatial distribution of different water types at the Hardwald site in Basel (Switzerland) to identify pollution 

risk of the drinking water supply. They combined multivariate statistical analysis (factor analysis and 

hierarchical cluster analysis) and interpretation of geochemical processes. Then, they compared 

observed concentration patterns of stable isotopes and organic micropollutants to propose a site-

specific conceptual model of flow and contaminant transport (Moeck et al., 2016).  

Coupling models can be also a strategy to simulate sewer leakages (Kidmose et al., 2015; Peche et al., 

2019, 2017). For instance, Kidmose et al. (2015) coupled a distributed hydrological model (MIKE SHE) 

and a runoff storm water model (MIKE URBAN–MOUSE model) to analyse forced infiltration of rain 

water and simulate the urban water cycle. However, the coupled model requires higher computational 

times and parameterisation. It has also limitations related to the differences in spatial and temporal 

scales of the models. In this case, selecting the model area represents a challenge. In contrast, Peche 

et al. (2019, 2017) coupled the pipe flow simulator HYSTEM-EXTRAN and the groundwater flow 

simulator OpenGeoSys. They investigated the response of leakage to different time-dependent pipe 

flow events including the influence of the colmation layer in unsaturated soil conditions using a three-

dimensional modelling approach. As a result, they derived a pipe leakage function for sewer and storm 

water pipe networks. Then a methodology was developed to upscale the pipe leakage in order to reduce 

computation times. Nonetheless, due to the high number of required parameters for coupling models, 

their main challenge is to apply them at a catchment/city scale.  

In summary, there is a lack of studies that simplify long-term contaminant transport when continuous 

sources of sewer leakages are analysed. Also, the effect of the configuration of the sewer networks on 

the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants within aquifers is still uncertain. This gap could be overcome 

by relating the spatial occurrence of multiple point-type pollution sources (e.g. sewer leakage) and 

possible formation of linear sources of contaminants in the saturated zone. 
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Based on the literature review, the following research questions are formulated: 

• How to simulate the leakage of sewers within an aquifer in a simple way? 

• How does the sewer network shape influence the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants in 

urban aquifers? 

• How to predict areas of high contamination risk based on the spreading of sewer-borne 

contaminants in a simplified way? 

These research questions are redefined as the following objectives:  

• To characterise sewer network shapes as horizontal line sources (HLS) 

• To develop a methodology to evaluate systematically the transfer from various HLS to 

contaminant plumes within the aquifer                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

• To identify the factors that influence the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants within the 

aquifer. 

• To propose a methodology to predict urban groundwater areas with high pollution risk based on 

the relation between HLS and the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants 

The following hypotheses were formulated: 

1. It is possible to characterise a sewer network shape using a simplified approach: I) total length, 

II) centroid and III) covered area of the HLS. 

2. The characterisation of the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants can be done by computing 

the total area of the plume and centroid. 

3. The sewer network geometry (e.g., length and location of pipelines) influences the spreading of 

contaminants within aquifers. 

4. The geometry of the contaminant plumes (e.g., area and centroid) depends on the HLS if the 

hydrogeological characteristics are constant. 

5. The position of the HLS relative to the groundwater flow direction affects the spreading of the 

contaminant plume 

The identification of urban groundwater areas with high probability of pollution can be done by 

intersecting the contaminant plume obtained by different HLS shapes. 
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The methodology was divided into five phases: I) identification and characterisation of sewer network 

shapes generating leakages, II) creation of Python scripts for scenario simulations, III) post-processing 

of simulation results, IV) selection of factors that influence spreading of contaminant plumes and V) 

identification of urban aquifer areas with pollution risk (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. General overview on the workflow including activities and tools 

4.1 SIMULATION APPROACH  

4.1.1 Numerical flow and transport modelling  

Numerical modelling of flow (MODFLOW) and contaminant transport (MT3D-MS) were employed to 

evaluate pollution scenarios. In contrast to field measurements, the modelling approaches have the 

advantage to systematically evaluate different scenarios. In this thesis, a wide range of sewer shapes, 

distribution of leakages and the resulting spreading of contaminant plumes was explored.  

MODFLOW (Harbaugh, 2005) is a three-dimensional finite-difference groundwater flow model which 

simulates steady and transient flow in aquifer layers (confined, unconfined or a combination of both). 

Hereby, the influence of external stresses such as abstraction/injection wells, areal recharge and flow 

through river beds can be evaluated. As a result, flow rates and volume balances can be obtained for 

each time step.  
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In addition to the water flow simulation, the MT3D-MS (Zheng, 2010) module can simulate conservative 

solute transport including advection, convection and diffusion processes. Simulations of simple reactive 

solute transport, such as decay and sorption, is also possible. Breakthrough curves result from the 

transport simulations. Since emerging contaminants are highly persistence, in this master thesis the 

spreading of the sewer-borne contaminants was evaluated assuming conservative transport.  

Furthermore, a systematic analysis of the impact of sewer network geometries was done by evaluating 

different scenarios using the Python script language (PSF, 2018). The FloPy package (Bakker et al., 

2016) was used to: I) construct model input files, II) run MODFLOW and MT3D, III) read and plot 

simulation results. It allows to evaluate a broad bandwidth of model setups. 

4.1.2 Sewer networks as a horizontal line source (HLS) 

The pipelines in the sewer networks have a linear shape. In contrast, sewer leakages constitute point 

sources of pollution. In the set-up of the model, under the assumption of long-term temporal scales and 

for large spatial scales (e.g., city scale), multiple sewer point-pollution sources overlap with each other 

through the vadose zone. This assumption might be valid when the multiple sewer point pollution 

sources are located close to each other. Then, when they reach the groundwater table, they can be 

represented as a horizontal line source (HLS) of pollution. Therefore, the simulation of multiple points 

of pollution sources was simplified by assuming horizontal lines which represent sewer networks with 

spatially limited contamination areas (Figure 3). As explained before, the transfer from various HLS 

shapes to contaminant plumes within the saturated zone was done by using MODFLOW/MT3D-MS as 

simulation approaches and the FloPy package available for Python as model pre- and post-processor.  

 

Figure 3. Conceptual interpretation of sewer network structure, sewer leakage, aquifer contamination 

& monitoring, not to scale. Modified after Engelmann (TU Dresden, 2019) 
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4.2 CONCEPTUAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

4.2.1 Model domain 

The spreading of contaminants within aquifers originating from leaky sewer networks includes 

contaminant transport through the material surrounding the pipe (bedding), the unsaturated and 

saturated zone (Figure 4). In this study, only the spreading of the contaminants in the saturated zone 

was evaluated and thus, the model domain was the saturated zone of the aquifer system.  

 

Qex: Exfiltration flow (leakage), BC: Boundary condition 

Figure 4. Spreading of contaminant plumes from sewer networks considering transport through the 

bedding, unsaturated zone and aquifer 

The aquifer was assumed to be unconfined and homogeneous (Module 3- Appendix D). It has one 

sandy layer, with a thickness of 10 m, representing a shallow aquifer and a length of 4000m (Table 2). 

The values of horizontal hydraulic conductivity and porosity were assumed considering sand as porous 

medium (Bear and Cheng, 2010).  

Table 2. Characteristics of the simulated aquifer 

Parameter Value 
Length - x-direction (m) 4000 
Length - y-direction (m) 4000 
Number of layers 1 
Type of layer convertible 
Aquifer top (m) 10 
Aquifer bottom (m) 0 
Horizontal hydraulic conductivity – KH (ms-1) 10-4 
Vertical hydraulic conductivity  KH/10 
Effective porosity (n) 0.3 

Additionally, the discretisation of the grid is regular, with a mesh grid equal to 5m x 5m. One time period 

was simulated, with a length of ten years (see discretization file generator in Module 1 - Appendix D). 

The selected simulation period represents a long-term analysis. Longer simulation periods would require 
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higher computation times and therefore, were not selected. Additionally, a previous analysis showed 

that in the long-term the shape of the contaminant plume, generated by the HLS, remains constant, 

whilst the size of the plume increases proportionally with time. Since the focus of the analysis is the 

shape of the plume, it was not necessary to evaluate longer simulation periods.  

Since the aquifer was assumed to be unconfined, in the layer-property flow package – LPF (see Module 

3, Appendix D), the type of layer was selected as convertible. In MODFLOW, the thickness of each cell 

is calculated using the cell elevation. This calculation depends on the type of layer (confined or 

convertible). The saturated thickness is computed based on the head of each cell. Hereby, only one 

layer was simulated. Then, since this layer is a convertible layer, it represents the water table. Hence, 

the saturated thickness of each cell is calculated using Equation 1 (Harbaugh et al., 2000). Notice, that 

the elevation of the top of the layer is higher than the water level at any time in the simulation. 

Additionally, since the saturated thickness of each cell changes, the transmissivity also varies. The 

transmissivity is the product between the hydraulic conductivity and saturated thickness. 

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 > ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 > 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  →  𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =  ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 Equation 1 

Where,  

topcell: Elevation of the top of the cell (m) 

hcell: Hydraulic head of the cell (m) 

botcell: Elevation of the bottom of the cell (m) 

Thickcell: Saturated thickness of the cell (m) 

4.2.2 Groundwater flow model – Base case scenario 

For all simulations, steady state groundwater flow was assumed. Then, the mathematical model consists 

of a governing equation for steady flow in a homogeneous isotropic porous medium (Equation 2) 

(Anderson and Woessner, 1992).  

𝜕𝜕2𝐻𝐻
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2

+  
𝜕𝜕2𝐻𝐻
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦2

+
𝜕𝜕2𝐻𝐻
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧2

= 0 
Equation 2 

𝐻𝐻 = Groundwater head 

x, y and z: Flow directions 

The finite difference equations in each time step of a MODFLOW stress period are solved by the 

Preconditioned Conjugate-Gradient Package (PCG in Module 4 - Appendix D). In this case, a maximum 

number of outer and inner iterations was set to 50 and 30, respectively. The selection of these values 

was done considered recommendations of Harbaugh et al. (2000). Both, the head change and residual 

criteria for convergence were equal to 1x10-5. The head change criterion has units of length (m), whereas 

the units for the convergence criterion were m3s-1. 

For the base-case scenario, it was assumed that the groundwater flows from west to east direction (see 
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Figure 5). Table 3 presents the flow boundary conditions. A constant head in the first and last column 

of the model was assumed (Module 6 - Appendix D). The values of constant head were set considering 

a total hydraulic gradient of 0.002 m/m. Hydraulic gradients of groundwater could be typically around 

0.01 m/m or 0.001 m/m (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).    

The leaky sewer pipe was represented in a simplified approach by a series of injection wells located 

along one line of 1000 m (Module 7 - Appendix D). Since this is a specified flow boundary condition, the 

influence of the difference between the groundwater table and the water level in the pipe was not 

considered. Therefore, by using this simplified approach, it is not possible to evaluate the effect of 

different slopes of the sewer network nor the influence of the water level in pipes. However, this study 

aims to evaluate the effect of the sewer network shape on long-term exfiltration. Hence, it was assumed 

that all the exfiltration flow, from the leaky pipes, combines disregarding the pipe flow and reaches the 

aquifer forming a line. Under these conditions, the assumption of having a constant injection flux, 

independent on water level fluctuations in the pipes, is valid.  

 

Figure 5. Representation of the base case scenario: one singe pipe – (red line) of 1000 m length 

Table 3. Flow boundary conditions (BC) for base-case scenario 

Boundary  Type of BC BC package in MODFLOW 
West boundary Constant head (H0=10m) Specified head boundary -Time-Variant Specified-

Head (CHD) 
East boundary Constant head (H0=2m) Specified head boundary -Time-Variant Specified-

Head (CHD) 
North and south boundaries No-flow No-flow 
Leaky sewer pipe Specified flow Specified flux boundary – Well (WEL) 
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Based on the characteristics of real sewer networks reported in the literature (Ellis et al., 2003; Karpf, 

2012; Karpf and Krebs, 2011b; Peche et al., 2017), a constant leakage rate of 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m pipe 

length was selected. The value was obtained based on the results of Karpf and Krebs, (2011b) who 

reported a variation of exfiltration rates ranging from 1.2x10-11 m3 s-1 per m and 8.0x10-6 m3 s-1, with an 

average of 1.4x10-7 m3 s-1. The value of leakage rate integrates the impact of the clogging layer and 

influence of the hydraulic properties of the trench backfill.  

Furthermore, none of the scenarios considered the influence of natural recharge. In urban areas, 

groundwater recharge from precipitation might occur through parks, gardens and edges of roads (Barrett 

et al., 1999). This recharge can represent around 8% of the precipitation (Balwant et al., 2018). However, 

the artificial urban groundwater recharge due to leakages from the stormwater system, water supply and 

sewer networks might be more significant (Balwant et al., 2018; Barrett et al., 1999; Lerner, 2002). 

Considering that usually cities have more impermeable areas than permeable areas, no natural 

recharge was included in the simulations. Then the groundwater flow was driven by the difference on 

constant heads. 

4.2.3 Contaminant transport model – Base case scenario 

The contaminant transport model was setup using in MT3DMS, assuming conservative transport incl. 

advection, dispersion and diffusion (see Table 4). The transversal dispersivity was assumed to be 10% 

of the longitudinal dispersivity (Module 11- Appendix E). The diffusion coefficient was assumed 

considering typical values for solute transport (Bear and Cheng, 2010). For instance, at 25°C, the 

diffusion coefficient can vary between 5x10-10 m s-2 and 1x10-8 m s-2. 

Table 4. Contaminant transport parameters 

Transport process  Parameter Value 
Advection Percel1 1 
Dispersion Longitudinal dispersivity 1 m 
 Transversal dispersivity 0.1 m 
Diffusion Diffusion coefficient 5x10-10 m s-2 

1Percel: number of cells a particle can move in one time-step. 

Advection considers the movement of a contaminant as a result of groundwater flow (Equation 3). Then, 

it was assumed that a particle can move one cell per time-step (percel parameter in Module 10 - 

Appendix E). The centre of the contaminant front moves with average groundwater velocity and the 

distance of the transport is given by Equation 4 (Fetter, 1993). The standard finite-difference method 

was taken as the type of solver for advective transport.  

𝑣𝑣 =
𝑞𝑞
𝑛𝑛

=
𝐾𝐾
𝑛𝑛
𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

 Equation 3 

 

 

v: Average linear velocity of groundwater 

q: Specific discharge 
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n: Effective porosity 

K: Hydraulic conductivity 

𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐

 = Hydraulic gradient 

𝑑𝑑 = 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡 Equation 4 

d: Distance of transport 

v: Average linear velocity of groundwater 

t: Time 

Furthermore, diffusion occurs when a concentration gradient exists. The solutes move from an area with 

high concentration towards a less concentrated area (Fetter, 1993). This is represented by Equation 5 

(Fick´s first law, one dimension). 

𝐹𝐹 = −𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

 Equation 5 

F: Mass flux of solute per unit area and time 

Dd: Diffusion coefficient  

C: Solute concentration 

In a porous medium, due to the longitudinal dispersion, there is a mixing of solutes along the direction 

of the flow path. Since at pore scale the flow path can diverge, the solute front spreads also 

perpendicular to the flow path (transverse dispersion). Then, in a homogeneous medium with uniform 

velocity field and two-dimensional flow, the change of the contaminant concentration in time is defined 

by Equation 6 (Fetter, 1993). This represents hydrodynamic dispersion (mechanical dispersion and 

diffusion). 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

= 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿
𝜕𝜕2𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2

+ 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇  
𝜕𝜕2𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦2

− 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

 
Equation 6 

C: Solute concentration 

DL: Longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion  

DT: Transverse hydrodynamic dispersion 

vx: Average linear velocity of groundwater with flow direction parallel to x axis 

The General Conjugate-Gradient (GCG, Module 13 - Appendix E) solver considered a maximum number 

of outer and inner iterations of 20 and 500, respectively. The convergence criterion was set to 1x10-9 

and the MIC (Modified Incomplete Cholesky) pre-conditioner was selected.  

The boundary conditions of the contaminant transport model considered the leaky sewer pipe as a 

continuous source of contamination represented by a series of injection wells located along one or 

multiple lines. This one-dimensional continuous injection into a flow field is a second type boundary 
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condition. The rate of injection is considered constant and the injected mass of the contaminant if 

proportional to the duration of the injection (Fetter, 1993). 

The Sink/Source Mixing package (SSM) of the MT3D-MS contaminant transport model was used 

assuming a constant concentration of 100 kg m-3 of a contaminant. The initial concentration of the other 

cells in the model was set to zero (Module 9 and Module 12 in Appendix E). Please notice, that since 

the focus of this study is the shape of the contaminant plume, the results might be transferred to any 

conservative contaminant having a different concentration value. 

4.3 DEFINITION OF SCENARIOS 

4.3.1 General considerations 

All the scenarios have the discretisation and hydraulic characteristics described in section 4.2.1 (Module 

1, Module 2 and Module 3 in Appendix D). Steady state flow and transient conservative transport were 

assumed. The flow boundary conditions were changed in order to evaluate their influence on the 

spreading of the contaminant plume. The scenarios considered: I) different sewer network shapes 

represented as horizontal line sources-HLS, II) variations in leakage rate (type 1 and 2), and III) 

groundwater flow direction (type 1 and 2). In case of the HLS, changing the location of the pipes also 

includes changing the cells where the source of contaminants is located (SSM package). In sum 284 

scenarios were simulated. Table 5 presents a summary of the evaluated scenarios. The description of 

the HLS characteristics is presented in section 4.3.2. 

Table 5. Summary of the evaluated scenarios considering two options  

Scenario 1 2 
Different HLS shapes Variation of level of complexity 

number of secondary pipes and tertiary pipes  
position of secondary pipes and tertiary pipes 
Total evaluated geometries: 80  

Angle of connection 90° 45° 

Leakage rate - LR Constant  Variable for each type of pipe (main, 
secondary and tertiary) 

Groundwater flow direction - GWD West to east North to south 

1: first type of scenario, 2: second type of scenario 

4.3.2 Sewer network shapes considering different HLS 

As it was explained before, the leaky sewer network was represented in a simplified approach by a 

series of injection wells located along multiple lines (following different Horizontal Line Sources - HLS 

shapes). Simulations were done starting from the simplest model and increasing complexity. Three main 

types of HLS were evaluated: 

I. One single pipe: One HLS of 1000m length 
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II. Artificial network: Combination of lines of different lengths following a fractal geometry  
III. Real network: Urban Observatory (stormwater system in Dresden) (see section 4.6) 

• One single pipe  

The first level of complexity considered one pipe of 1000 m. The base case scenario was represented 

as a line of wells parallel to the groundwater flow direction (GWD). In this case, the pipe formed an angle 

of 180° with the flow velocity vectors (Figure 6a). Three other scenarios were implemented in order to 

analyse the influence of the rotation angle (45°, 90° and 135°) in relation to the groundwater flow 

direction (see Figure 6 and Table 6). Groundwater flow direction (west to east) and leakage rate (1x10-

7 m3 s-1 per m) were kept constant. 

 

a) 180° connection angle relative to GWD 

 

b) 90° connection angle relative to GWD 

 

c) 45° connection angle relative to GWD 

 

d) 135° connection angle relative to GWD 

Figure 6. One HLS representing one pipe with different angles. Level of complexity one. a) 180°, b) 

90°, c) 45° and d) 135° 
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Furthermore, for the pipes represented as a single HLS with rotation angle of 180° and 90°, three 

different width of the HLS were analysed (see Table 6). HLS with a constant length of 1000 m and a 

width of 250 m or 500 m represent leaky areas (see Figure 7). These leaky areas could be related to a 

block of houses. However, they might not represent sewer network shapes. 

It is uncertain how the point leakage sources, in the vadose zone, create horizontal lines. The 

transformation of point sources into HLS in the vadose zone was beyond the scope of this master thesis. 

Thus, the easiest approach to evaluate the impact of the width of the HLS was to increase the number 

of lines of wells representing the HLS. Since increasing number of lines creates a pollution source in 

form of an area, the impact of changing the width was analysed only for one single pipe. The 

groundwater flow direction and leakage rate were kept constant.  

Table 6. Scenarios evaluated for level of complexity 1 

Angle to GWD Description Width (m) GWD 
180° Horizontal pipe 5, 250, 500  1 
45° Diagonal pipe 5 1 
90° Vertical pipe 5, 250, 500 1 
135° Diagonal pipe 5 1 

GWD 1: Groundwater direction from west to east 

 

a) 180° connection angle relative to GWD, width: 

500 m 

 

b) 90° connection angle relative to GWD, width: 500 

m 

Figure 7. One HLS with a width of 500m and length of 1000 m. Level of complexity one. a) 180°, b) 

90° 

Note: the difference on width was represented as an increment in the number of lines of wells representing the HLS. In the case 

of a width equal to 500 m, 100 lines of wells represent the HLS 

As it was discussed before, household connections and small-diameter pipes are prone to have more 

exfiltration (Caradot et al., 2018). Big-diameter pipes are usually below groundwater levels and as a 

result, there is infiltration of groundwater into the pipes (Karpf and Krebs, 2004). In this study, due to the 

mesh resolution, it was not feasible to evaluate the possible influence of different real pipe diameters 
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represented as HLS. A higher mesh resolution would require higher computation times and due to 

processing power constraints, it was not considered.  

An alternative could have been using MODFLOW-USG (Panday et al., 2013) to define a grid refinement 

for specific areas of interest. This local-refinement could be applied around each HLS. Then the impact 

of real pipe diameters ranging from 250 mm to 1200 mm could be analysed. Under these conditions, it 

would be assumed that the width of the HLS would be equal to the pipe diameter. However, the mesh 

resolution would depend on the position and distribution of each HLS. Therefore, the automatization of 

this alternative, to create different scenarios in Python, is not practical. Additionally, comparing sets of 

contaminant plumes generated by HLS with different mesh resolution could affect the accuracy of the 

analysis.  Hence, the grid-refinement approach in multiple locations of the model domain was not 

considered. 

• Artificial sewer network: 

The evaluated sewer network consists of a combination of pipes up to three levels of complexity. In 

order to define the sewer network, fractal geometries (Ghosh, 2011) were created in Python for the WEL 

and SSM package (Module 7 and Module 12 - Appendix D). The sewer network was classified in three 

different levels having two possible connection angles and three positions where the secondary pipes 

are connected to the main pipe (see Figure 8 and Table 7). 

 

Figure 8. Representation of levels of complexity evaluated for artificial sewer networks 

 

Figure 9 shows four examples for the levels of complexity 2 and 3 with two different angles of connection 

(90° and 45°). Level 2 comprises a maximum of 6 branches of secondary pipes located every 500 m 

and connected to a main pipe (1km). In contrast, the level 3 has a maximum of 24 tertiary pipes of 125 

m connected every 250 m to a secondary pipe. Both levels follow a fractal geometry. 
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Table 7. Levels of complexity for the artificial sewer network  

Level Characteristics Description 
Length of 
each pipe 
(m) 

Total length 
of the level 
(m) 

1 1 main pipe Main pipe forms an angle of 180° with 
the GWD 

1000 1000 

2 1 main pipe Secondary pipes are connected to 
main pipe either in one side or both 
sides of the main pipe  

1000 1500-4000 
1 to 6 secondary pipes 500 

3 1 main pipe Tertiary pipes are connected to the 
secondary pipe in each side of the 
pipe 

1000 1750-7000 
1 to 6 secondary pipes 500 
2 to 24 secondary pipes 125 

Figure 9. Examples of the artificial sewer network  

 

a) Level 2 (7 pipes), angle 90° 

 

b) Level 3 (31 pipes), angle 90° 

 

c) Level 2 (7 pipes), angle 45° 

 

d) Level 3 (31 pipes), angle 45° 
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The characteristics of the main pipe remained constant for all the scenarios, whereas the number of 

secondary/tertiary pipes was varied as well as the position and connection angle of the secondary pipes 

to the main pipe. The total length of the HLS depends on the number of connected pipes (see Table 7). 

The position of the connection of the secondary pipe and its connection angle influence the area covered 

by the HLS. A constant width of the HLS was assumed (5m). 

4.3.3 Leakage rate 

Peche et al. (2017) showed a hydraulic disconnection between the leakage from sewer networks and 

the groundwater level, when exfiltration from sewer networks is analysed. Also, when the characteristics 

of the colmation layer no longer change, the exfiltration rate reaches a constant value (Karpf, 2012). 

Hence, considering a long-term contaminant exfiltration from the sewer networks, in all the scenarios, it 

was assumed a constant leakage rate for each pipe level. 

Different leakage rates were assigned to each level of pipe network complexity aiming to evaluate the 

influence of different “pipe levels” on the spreading of contaminants. Considering the literature review 

and assuming that the shortest pipe (level 3) would have the smaller diameter, the higher leakage rate 

was assigned to the pipes with level 3. In this case, the shortest and smallest diameter pipes might also 

represent household connections to the sewer network, which usually have the highest exfiltration rates. 

In contrast, assuming that main pipes usually have more maintenance frequency, they would have the 

lowest leakage rate. The leakage rate for each pipe level was selected considering typical values of 

exfiltration of real sewer networks reported by the literature (Table 8) (Module 8 - Appendix D).  

Table 8. Leakage rates assigned to different levels of complexity for sewer network considering 

scenario LR2 

Type of pipe 
Assumed leakage rate 

(m3 s-1 per m) 
Author 

Reported value 
(m3 s-1 per m) 

Main 1x10-8 Peche et al. (2017) 

Ellis et al. (2003) 

Martinez et al. (2010)  

4.6x10-9  

1.0x10-8  

4.3x10-8 

Secondary 1x10-7 
Wolf (2006) 1.1x10-7 

Ellis et al. (2003) 1.0x10-7 

  Karpf and Krebs, (2011b) 1.4 x10-7 

Tertiary 1x10-6 Karpf and Krebs, (2011b) 8 x10-6 

4.3.4 Groundwater flow direction 

Two possible groundwater flow directions (GWD) were evaluated (Table 9). The first scenario 

considered a GWD in the x-direction (from west to east), whereas the second scenario considered a 

GWD from the upper boundary to the lower boundary (north to south).  
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Table 9. Boundary conditions for changing groundwater flow direction 

Scenario  GWD1 Boundary Type of BC2 CHD3 

GWD1 West to East  Left boundary Constant head  H0=10m 
  Right boundary Constant head  H0=2m 
  Upper and lower boundaries No-flow  
GWD2 North to south  North boundary Constant head  H0=10m 
  South boundary Constant head  H0=2m 
  Left and right boundaries No-flow  

1GWD: Groundwater flow direction 
2BC: Boundary condition 
3CHD: Constant head 

4.4 RELATION BETWEEN THE SHAPE OF THE SEWER 

NETWORK AND THE CONTAMINANT PLUME 

4.4.1 Geometric characteristics of the HLS representing the sewer 

network 

The sewer network represented as a horizontal line of contaminant source (HLS) was characterised 

considering the total length, number of pipes, area covered by the HLS and its centroid. The length of 

the sewer network was computed considering the coordinates of each sewer node. Also, for each sewer 

network shape (represented as HLS), the number of pipes was obtained. 

The area covered by each sewer network shape was computed in the QGIS 3.2.3 using scripts 

developed in the Python console (PyQGIS) (see Appendix A). QGIS is an open source Geographic 

Information System (GIS) that allows to view, edit and analyse geospatial data (OSGeo, 2019). From 

the WEL package created in FloPy, a shape file of the HLS was extracted (see Appendix C). Then, in 

QGIS the shapes were post-processing by:  

I. Obtaining the Delaunay triangulation of the HLS shape  

II. Dissolve the Delaunay triangulation creating a single polygon  

III. Compute geometric characteristics of the polygon (e.g. area) 

IV. Calculate the centroid of the polygon and its coordinates  

The Delaunay triangulation is a geometry tool that allows to create a polygon layer by connecting all the 

points of the HLS shape forming a triangular mesh. Afterwards, the dissolve geoprocessing tool 

combines all the geometries of the Delaunay triangulation to create a single polygon (see Figure 10). 

As a result, the area covered by the outer shape of the HLS can be obtained. As a simplification, it can 

be assumed that the given area represents a “drainage area” of the sewer network. By knowing the area 

covered by the HLS, it is possible to analyse the difference on the spreading of contaminants between 

HLS covering the same area but having different lengths.  
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a) HLS shape 

 

 

b) Polygon layer resulted from Delaunay 

triangulation 

 

c) Polygon layer resulted from “Dissolve” geoprocessing tool 

 

Figure 10. Example of method to compute area covered by HLS in QGIS. Not to scale. 

4.4.2 Area of the contaminant plume 

The simulated concentration of contaminants in the aquifer were converted into a shape file. This shape 

file displayed different contour lines of concentrations for the final time step (ten years of simulation). 

Afterwards, the concentration contour lines were converted into a polygon in QGIS creating a script in 

the Python console (see Appendix A). Figure 11 shows an example of the post-processing of the 

concentration shapes. The post-processing consisted on: 

I. Convert lines into polygons 

II. Dissolve the polygons to create a single polygon  

III. Compute geometric characteristics of the polygon (e.g. area) 

IV. Calculate the centroid of the polygon and its coordinates  
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a) Contour lines of the contaminant plume  

 

b) Polygon representing the contaminant plume 

 

HLS: 1 main pipe, 4 secondary pipes and 16 tertiary pipes, secondary pipes connected to main pipe in position 1 and 2 

Figure 11. Example of the polygon representing the final contaminant plume. HLS level 3  

Since the horizontal line source (HLS) was simulated as an injection well and continuous source of 

pollution, different geometries of HLS inject a different mass flux into the aquifer. Therefore, a threshold 

value for the contaminant concentration, within the aquifer, was selected to define the area of the plume. 

This threshold considered the maximum contaminant concentration in the aquifer for a given scenario 

and the analytical capabilities of detection methods. Currently different methods have been developed 

to enhance the detection limit of contaminants in water (Kaziur et al., 2019; Rösch et al., 2019). These 

methods have a detection limit up to picogram-per-litre (10-12 g L-1). Considering this, the delineation of 

the plume was done by dividing the maximum concentration of contaminant between 109 (see Equation 

7). Hence, if the maximum contaminant concentration in the aquifer is 1 kg m–3, the edge of the plume 

would have a concentration of 10-9 kg m–3 which is equivalent to 10-12 g L-1. 

𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 =
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 (𝜕𝜕)

109
 Equation 7 

Where,  

Max (C): Maximum contaminant concentration within the aquifer 

Eplume: Minimum limit to define the edge of the contaminant plume  

The delineation of the plume comprises all the possible regions were the contaminants might spread. 

Hence, inside the edge of the plume there is a risk of pollution. The contaminant concentration inside 

the plume varies in different orders of magnitude. The edges of the plume have the smallest contaminant 

concentration. As it was explained before, due to their high persistence and toxicity, in a long-term, 

emerging contaminants may affect human health and ecosystems even at very low concentrations 

(Barouki, 2017). For this reason, the analysis was focused on the entire contaminant plume generated 

by HLS instead on their concentrations. Hence, the simulated shape of the contaminant plume 

represents potential areas affected by contamination originating from leaky sewer networks. The plumes 

were characterised considering their total spreading area and their centroid. No concentration 

differences were computed. In order to facilitate the comparison among scenarios, the total area of the 

plume and location of its centroid were compared to the base case scenario, considering Equation 8 

and Equation 9 respectively. 
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
 Equation 8 

  

%𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 = �
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
� ∗ 100 Equation 9 

Where,  

RA: Relative area of the contaminant plume for a given scenario 

Ap SC: Total area of the contaminant plume for a given scenario (m2) 

Ap SC: Total area of the contaminant plume for the base case scenario (m2) 

%Dif dpn: Percentage of difference 

dpn SC: Distance between the centroid of the contaminant plume and the centroid of the HLS for a given 

scenario (m) 

dpn SC: Distance between the centroid of the contaminant plume and the centroid of the HLS for a given 

scenario (m) 

In order to identify the effect of the HLS shapes on the spreading of contaminants, the RA and %Dif dpn 

of three different combinations of HLS were evaluated: I) HLS having the same length and different 

position of connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe, II) HLS having the same covered area 

but different length and III) HLS with different length with  same position of connection of secondary 

pipes to main pipe. 

4.4.3 Distance between centroid of sewer network and contaminant plume  

Considering the coordinates of the centroid of the sewer network and the contaminant plume, the 

distance between those two points was computed. This was done to analyse how far the centroid of the 

plume can move from a given horizontal line source (HLS).  

𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = �(𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 − 𝑥𝑥𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 − 𝑦𝑦𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆)2 Equation 10 

dpn = distance between centroids (m) 

xp = Coordinate x of centroid of contaminant plume  

xHLS = Coordinate x of centroid of HLS 

yp = Coordinate y of centroid of contaminant plume 

yHLS = Coordinate y of centroid of HLS 
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4.4.4 Relation between the total injected mass and contaminant plume 

In order to compare plumes with the same area but different concentrations, a simplified approach was 

developed. This approach consisted on relating the total injected mass with the area of the contaminant 

plume as presented in Equation 11. This relation represents a “contaminant pressure” over the aquifer. 

If two plumes with the same total area are compared, the plume with the higher injected mass, would 

generate a higher “contaminant pressure”.  

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
𝑀𝑀
𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝

=
𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝜕𝜕 ∗ 𝐿𝐿 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠

𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝
 Equation 11 

 

RMP = Relation between the total injected mass and the size of a given contaminant plume 

M: Total injected mass for the simulated time (kg) 

Ap: Total area of the contaminant plume (m2) 

LR: Leakage rate (m3 s-1 per m) 

C: Concentration of contaminant (kg m-3) 

L: Total length of the HLS (m) 

ts: Total simulation time (s) (10 years) 

4.5 EVALUATION OF INFLUENCE OF FACTORS  

4.5.1 Factors associated to HLS characteristics 

A multivariate statistical analysis was carried out using the R software code (R Core Team, 2016). The 

native stats package (default statistical package) of RStudio was used as well as the libraries “car”, 

“psych” and “pastecs” (R Core Team, 2019). Firstly, the characteristics of the HLS were analysed. This 

included: level of complexity (LC), number of pipes (Npipe), total length of the HLS (L), area covered by 

the HLS (AHLS) and connection angle (α). Additionally, total area of the contaminant plume (Ap) and the 

distance between the centroid of the HLS and the centroid of the contaminant plume (dpn) were 

evaluated. A Pearson correlation matrix and scatter plot were computed to identify factors with high 

correlation (see Appendix I). The correlation coefficient ranges between +1 and -1, where zero indicates 

no correlation and values of -1 or +1 indicate a “perfect correlation” (Dalgaard, 2008). Additionally, linear 

regression models were implemented among variables with high correlation coefficient to analyse their 

linear relation. Afterwards, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was carried out to identify variables having 

a statistically significant effect on the spreading of the contaminants. An ANOVA is a statistical method 

that allows to test differences between two or more means (Dalgaard, 2008) (see Appendix I). For this 
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analysis 284 simulated scenarios for level of complexity 2 and 3 were evaluated. 

4.5.2 Factors associated to other flow boundary conditions 

A t-test was carried out to identify statistically significant differences between the means of the area of 

the plume obtained by the scenarios, in which the groundwater direction and leakage rate were varied. 

The t-test assumes that the data has a normal distribution and compares if the means of two groups are 

significant different than zero (Dalgaard, 2008). Hence, the results of each simulation were classified in 

two different groups (see Table 10). Then, the groups were compared, and a t-test was implemented 

using the R software code and a confidence level of 95% (see Appendix J). Afterwards, an ANOVA was 

done to identify which factors have a statistically significant influence on the spreading of the 

contaminant plume (area of the plume).  

Table 10. Classification of simulated scenarios depending on the flow boundary conditions 

Factor Group 1 Description Group 2 Description 
Groundwater direction 
– GWD GWD1 West to east GWD2 North to south 

Leakage rate – LR  LR1 Constant leakage rate for 
all pipes LR2 Different leakage rate for main 

pipe, secondary and tertiary pipes 

4.6  APPLICATION OF A NEW APPROACH TO IDENTIFY 

AREAS WITH HIGH RISK OF POLLUTION  

Considering the evaluated effects of HLS on the spreading of contaminants, real sewer network shapes 

where used to identify potential areas with high risk of pollution. This was proposed as an application of 

the new approach to represent sewer networks as HLS for contaminant transport within the aquifer. 

Hence, the stormwater system of the urban observatory (Dresden, Germany) was used as an example. 

This network has a total length of 2907 m. The Appendix F presents the characteristics of the stormwater 

system and the coordinates of the associated sewer nodes.  

The simulated scenarios analysed different HLS combinations with a constant leakage rate of 1x10-7 m3 

s-1 per m (Karpf and Krebs, 2011b). Additionally, the groundwater flow direction was assumed to be 

from the west to the east. No real hydrogeological conditions were considered. Then, the aquifer 

characteristics were assumed to be as the base case scenario.  

The coordinates of the nodes were loaded into QGIS to create the shape of the sewer network. Then, 

this shape was imported into the software ModelMuse (Winston, 2009). ModelMuse is a graphical user 

interface for creating flow and transport input files for MODFLOW-2005, MT3D-MS, etc. Hence, the WEL 

and SSM package were created considering network configuration and using the grid discretisation 

presented in section 4.2.1. Afterwards, these files were imported into the main Python script and seven 

different geometries were evaluated, including the whole network (Figure 12). Considering this typical 
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sewer network shape, areas with high risk of pollution were identified. This identification was done in 

QGIS by intersecting all the pollution plumes resulting from the combination of multiple HLS scenarios. 

Since the groundwater flow direction and leakage from the pipes were kept constant, these 

contamination areas only depend on the geometry of the sewer networks. 

 

Figure 12. Representation of the stormwater system of the Urban Observatory (Dresden, Germany)  

(Geographical map modified from Environmental authority of Dresden, 2010) 

4.7 CODING THE SCENARIOS IN PYTHON SCRIPTS 

In order to evaluate systematically the transfer from various HLS to contaminant plumes within the 

aquifer, different Python scripts were developed. The scripts allow to create MODFLOW and MT3D-MS 

input files, to run the simulations and to post-process the results of the simulations. The modelling results 

are exported as shape files and plots. Additionally, the WEL package is exported as a shape file to 

analyse the geometry of each generated HLS (Appendix C). Then, the shape files were load into QGIS 

and by using the Python console of QGIS, the characterisation of the sewer network as HLS and 

contaminant plume was done. 

The main Python-based script consists on a compilation of different modules to create the input files 

and simulate all scenarios using artificial sewer networks (see Appendix B). The modules were created 

as Python-based scripts to implement specific functions such as creation of input files (e.g. model 

discretisation) and post-processing results (see Table 11).  
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Table 11. List of created modules in Python scripts for scenarios simulation  

Objective Module  Package / Function  

Create MODFLOW input files 
(Appendix D) 

Module 1. dis.py Discretisation 
Module 2. bas.py Basic 
Module 3. lpf.py Layer - Property Flow  
Module 4. pcg.py Preconditioned Conjugate-Gradient 
Module 5. oc.py Output control 
Module 6. chd.py Time-Variant Specified-Head 
Module 7. wel.py Well 

Create MT3D-MS input files 
(Appendix E) 

Module 9. btn.py Basic transport 

Module 10. adv.py Advection 

Module 11. dsp.py Dispersion 

Module 12. ssm.py Sink/Source Mixing 

Module 13. gcg.py Generalized Conjugate-Gradient Solver 

Creating scenarios Module 8. leak.py Selecting leakages rates 

Post-processing results 

Module 14. plothead.py Plot head and export as shape file 

Module 15. plotconc.py Plot concentrations and export as shape file 

Module 16. shapesWel.py Export shape file of sewer networks 

The Module 7 (wel.py) and Module 14 (ssm.py) (see Appendix D and Appendix E respectively) generate 

all the possible sewer network shapes as HLS in an iterative way, considering a fractal geometry. 

Through these modules, it is possible to select the location of each HLS, position and angle of 

connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe and length of each pipe. Additionally, the Module 6 

(chd.py) generates the constant heads and therefore, the groundwater flow direction, whilst the Module 

8 (leak.py) allows to choose the different leakage rates for each scenario. Therefore, the generated 

model is flexible and allows the systematically evaluation of many scenarios. In this study, 78 different 

combinations of HLS were created. Modules 1 to 13 are presented in Appendix C - Appendix E. The 

other modules are in the digital appendices. 

Additionally, Python-based scripts were developed in QGIS to import all the shapes of HLS and 

contaminant plumes generated by each scenario. Using the Python console of QGIS, the HLS and 

contaminant plumes were geometrically characterised. Figure 13 displays a flow schema of the scripts 

developed to analyse systematically the influence of HLS on the contaminant plumes. 

Furthermore, the created Python-based script for simulating the real network shape of the urban 

observatory in Dresden, allows to: I) import the WEL package generated by ModelMuse (see section 

4.6), II) create a new SSM package for each evaluated HLS and III) it uses as a default all the other 

modules for input files creation and post-processing. The contaminant plumes generated by the real 

network shape were also analysed in QGIS. Hence, the developed Python-based scripts can easily be 

adapted. 
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Figure 13. Scripts developed to analyse systematically the influence of HLS on spreading of 

contaminants 
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Chapter 5 

Results and Discussion 
5 Results and Discussion 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part shows the effect of the groundwater flow direction, 

leakage rate and the HLS characteristics on the spreading of the contaminants. The significance of the 

influence of those factors is identified in section 5.2 by using statistical analysis. Finally, the third part 

introduces the developed methodology to identify potential areas with high risk of pollution based on the 

geometry of real sewer networks. This developed methodology is an application of the new approach to 

analyse spreading of contaminants considering the HLS geometry. 
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5.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SPREADING OF 

CONTAMINANT PLUMES  

5.1.1 Groundwater flow direction 

Figure 14 shows the distribution of the flow velocity vectors and the hydraulic head for the analysed 

groundwater flow directions (GWD). The simulations considered an unconfined aquifer. Hence, the 

calculation of the saturated thickness depends on the water table (see section 4.2.2). At a constant 

bottom, the saturated thickness decreases with a lower water table. Then, in a convertible layer, the 

distribution of the heads is not uniform. This can be observed in Figure 14, where the groundwater 

velocity increases towards the lower hydraulic head. The lowest hydraulic head has the lowest saturated 

thickness.  

a) GWD1 (hydraulic head – m) 

 

b) GWD2 (hydraulic head – m) 

 
Note: Longer flow velocity vectors represent higher groundwater flow velocity 

Figure 14. Hydraulic heads (m) and velocity vectors for a) GWD1: west to east and b) GWD2: North to 

south neglecting natural recharge 

Advection controls the conservative contaminant transport (Fetter, 1993). Therefore, the groundwater 

flow direction (GWD) influences the spreading of the plume. This influence was analysed by comparing 

the results of the simulations considering two different groundwater flow directions (GWD1 and GWD2) 

for a set of HLS (284 scenarios) (see Figure 15). A statistical significance test demonstrates that the 

groundwater flow direction has a significant influence on the spreading of the contaminants (p-value< 

0.05) (see Appendix J).   
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Ap: total area of the plume, sc: scenario, bsc: base case scenario 

Figure 15. Boxplot of the relative areas of contaminant plumes considering scenarios with groundwater 

direction from west to east (GWD1) and from north to south (GWD2)  

Figure 16 exemplifies the impact of groundwater flow direction on the area of the plume. The angle 

formed between the HLS and the flow velocity vectors influences the spreading of the contaminant 

plume. This is further discussed in section 5.1.3. The groundwater velocity vectors flowing perpendicular 

to the HLS cause a larger spreading of the contaminant (see Figure 16b and e). They spread towards 

the flow gradient. For instance, changing the direction of the flow given the same HLS, the area of the 

plume of Figure 16e is 42% larger than the area of Figure 16d. Additionally, the position of the centroid 

is affected (Appendix H). Figure 17 shows the distribution of the centroids considering the two evaluated 

GWD and the centroid of the HLS. In case of the north-to-south flow direction (GWD2), the centroids of 

the plumes are shifted southwards for all scenarios. However, the plume centroids keep the same 

distribution in relation to the position of the centroid of the HLS.  
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(leakage 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, connection angle 45°) 

Figure 16. Influence of changing groundwater flow direction. GWD1: from west to east. GWD2: from 

north to south 

  

Figure 17. Distribution of centroids for two different groundwater flow directions. GWD1: From west to 

east, GWD2: from north to south  
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5.1.2 Leakage rate 

The injection wells representing the HLS have an insignificant effect on the distribution of the hydraulic 

heads in the aquifer. For all the simulated scenarios, depending on the flow direction, the hydraulic 

heads were distributed as presented in Figure 14. Since the evaluated leakage rates were low (order of 

magnitude 10-8 - 10-6 m3s-1 m-1), their impact on the water budget is negligible. The inflow of water from 

the injection wells, depending on the HLS characteristics, represents maximum 6.5% of the total water 

budget for ten years of simulation. Therefore, the leakage rate has no a strong influence on the 

distribution of groundwater levels.  

The influence of leakage rates on the spreading of contaminants was evaluated by comparing scenarios 

with constant leakage (LR1) and different leakage (LR2) (see Figure 18). Results of the statistical 

significance test (see Appendix J) demonstrates the negligible effect of the leakage rate on the 

spreading of the plume (p-value> 0.05). To illustrate this, Figure 19 shows the change of the plume´s 

spreading for a set of HLS with a secondary pipe connected to the main pipe at the 3rd position. 

Additionally, two or four tertiary pipes connected to this secondary pipe were analysed. For instance, in 

Figure 19g and Figure 19h, a HLS with level of complexity three and a total length of 2000 m was 

evaluated. Although the leakage varies up to two orders of magnitude in case of main pipe and tertiary 

pipes, the shape of the plume remains the same. The total area increases a maximum of 9% (see Table 

A. 6 in Appendix H).  

 

Ap: total area of the plume, sc: scenario, bsc: base case scenario 

Figure 18. Boxplot showing distribution of the relative areas of contaminant plumes considering 

scenarios with constant leakage (LR1) and variable leakage (LR2)  
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(GWD: west to east, constant position of secondary pipe, connection angle 90°) 

LR1: constant leakage rate for all the pipes (1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m). LR2: different leakage rate for main pipe (1x10-8 

m3 s-1 per m), secondary pipe (1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m) and tertiary pipe (1x10-6 m3 s-1 per m) 

Figure 19. Characteristics of the contaminant plume considering constant leakage (LR1) and variable 

leakage (LR2) 

Since the leakage rate (LR) has a negligible effect on the total area of the contaminant plume, the 

delimitation of areas with high risk of pollution within aquifers should focus on the characterisation of the 

hydrogeological conditions and identification of the groundwater flow directions and sources of pollution. 

By using this approach, it would be not necessary to calculate an accurate exfiltration flow associated 

to a given leaky pipe in a sewer network, because, in the long-term the contaminant would spread 

disregarding the leakage rate. 

However, some authors have estimated a greater contribution of sewer leakages to the groundwater in 

urban aquifers. The sewer exfiltration could contribute up to 25% of the groundwater (Grimmeisen et al., 

2017). Additionally, practices such as culverting and burying streams in sewer infrastructure can affect 

the groundwater dynamics and create flow heterogeneities (Rossi and Toran, 2019). Tubau et al. (2017) 

identified that leakage from water and sewer systems creates an areal recharge which affects the 

groundwater budget. Hence, under these conditions, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of this 

artificial recharge on the groundwater head distribution and therefore, on the spreading of the 

contaminant plume.  

Furthermore, despite the negligible effect of LR on the area of the plume, a variable leakage rate for 
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each pipe level affects the total injected mass. As a result, contaminant plumes with the same extend 

and shape would have a different contaminant concentration. However, the edge of the plume 

represents the total area under risk of pollution (concentration of order of magnitude 10-12 kg m-3). 

5.1.3 HLS characteristics  

A total of 80 HLS geometries were characterised and analysed in the simulation scenarios. In case of 

the single horizontal line source (HLS of level 1), all the geometries with the same length (1000m) have 

the same centroid. They only differ in terms of the angle formed by the HLS and the flow vectors or width 

(Table 12).  When the width of the HLS changes, the HLS represents a new area of leakage. 

Table 12. Characteristics of the HLS representing one single pipe. Level of complexity 1 

HLS 
shape 

Angle Width 
of HLS 

Centroid 
HLS 

(°) (m) x y 

T_1H 180 5 1870 1627 

T_1V 90 5 1870 1627 

T_1D NS 45 5 1870 1627 

T_1D SN 135 5 1870 1627 
T_1H 180 250 1870 1627 
T_1H 180 500 1870 1627 
T_1V 90 250 1870 1627 
T_1V 90 500 1870 1627 

In contrast, for the levels 2 and 3, depending on the position of the connection of secondary to the main 

pipe (level 1, horizontal pipe) and the connection of the tertiary pipes to the secondary pipe, the covered 

area and centroid may change. The connection angle also affects the area covered by the HLS. For 

instance, HLS having the characteristics described in Figure 20 increase their covered area up to 30% 

when the connection angle changes from 45° to 90°. As a result, the position of the centroid is shifted.  

A total of 72 network shapes of levels 2 and 3 (36 HLS connected to 45° and 36 connected to 90°) were 

considered. Table 13 and Figure 21 summarise the characteristics of the HLS shapes. Most of the HLS 

covered an area above 200000 m2, with a total network length between 1000-3000 m. The total length 

of the HLS depends on the number of secondary pipes connected to the single main pipe and the 

number of tertiary pipes connected to the secondary pipes. In sum, the HLS shapes represent up to 31 

pipelines connected (one main pipe and one or more secondary and tertiary pipes). The connection 

angle and position of connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe (Figure 20), level of complexity 

of the HLS, number of secondary or tertiary pipes, total length and width can influence the spreading of 

the contaminants. Hence, the shape of the contaminant plumes varies depending the HLS 

characteristics (see Figure A. 1, Appendix I).  
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Figure 20. Example of areas covered by sewer networks and centroids  

 

Table 13. Sewer network characterisation -HLS shapes 

 
Covered area 

(m2) 
Total length 

(m) N° pipes 

Maximum 1245000 7000 31 
Minimum 174125 1500 2 
Average 542795 2875 8.5 
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a) Area covered by the HLS (m2) 

 

b) Total length of the HLS (m) 

 

d) Number of connected pipelines 

Figure 21. Histograms describing sewer network characteristics of the evaluated scenarios 

Connection angle relative to GWD 

As discussed in section 5.1.1, the shape of the contaminant plume changes depending on the location 

of the HLS relative to the groundwater flow direction (GWD). This is determined by the angle formed by 

the HLS and the groundwater velocity vectors. Figure 22 shows four angles formed by HLS level 1 with 

a length of 1000 m. For instance, if the HLS is one single pipe parallel to the GWD (Figure 22a - base 

case scenario), the plume expands towards the east (x-axis) due to the advective transport.  

The combined effect of dispersion and diffusion generates a spreading of the contaminants transversal 

to the groundwater flow direction (GWD) for each HLS. The impact of advection is higher than of 

dispersion and diffusion. Therefore, the spreading of the plume parallel to GWD is larger compared to 

transversal propagation. The spreading of the plume towards the west is triggered by the difference in 

concentration gradients (diffusion).  

This difference on the spreading of the contaminants along y-axis or x-axis (width and length 

respectively) for each HLS is explained due to the location of the injection wells in relation to the flow 

velocity vectors. When the HLS is parallel to the GWD (base case scenario, Figure 22a), each well is 

placed adjacent to the other towards the flow direction. Therefore, the spreading of the plume eastwards 

is influenced mainly by the last contaminant source, which is in the last cell of the HLS. In contrast, when 
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the HLS is perpendicular to the groundwater flow velocity vectors, the contaminant spreads from every 

cell along the HLS without influencing each other. Hence, the centre of the contaminant front for each 

cell moves with the average GW flow, creating a larger contaminant plume (see Figure 23). In a similar 

way, the contaminant sources along the line of a diagonal HLS (Figure 22c and Figure 22d) spread due 

to advective transport without influencing each other. In this case, there is no difference between the 

area of plumes created by HLS with angle 45° and 135° (see Figure 23) and their centroids are located 

in the same position (see Table A. 4, Appendix H). In both scenarios, the area of the plume is 1.7 times 

larger than the base case scenario. Then, the rotation angle of a single HLS affects the shape of the 

plume and the movement of the contaminant front. Only in case of single HLS having supplementary 

angles, the area of the contaminant plume and its centroid are the same. Supplementary angles are 

angles that sum 180° (e.g. 45° and 135°) (Cromwell, 1997). 

 

(GWD: west to east, 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, width of HLS: 5m, length of HLS: 1000m) 

Figure 22. Contaminant plumes generated by one HLS (Level 1) 
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wp: spreading of the contaminant plume along y-axis, Lp: spreading of the contaminant plume along x-axis, Ap: total area of the 
plume 

Figure 23. Influence of changing the angle formed by the HLS and the groundwater velocity vectors. 

Level 1. Comparison with base case scenario  

By analysing levels of complexity 2 and 3, it was observed that the connection angle of the pipes also 

affects the size of the plume. This is because if a secondary pipe is connected to the main pipe at 90°, 

the covered area of the HLS is greater than the covered area of the same configuration at 45°. For 

instance, due to the spreading of the plume around the HLS, the obtained contaminant area in Figure 

24b is 1.3 times larger than in Figure 24a. Both plumes were compared to the base case scenario (see 

Appendix H). It was observed that the centroid of the plume changes due to the change on the shape 

of HLS.  
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Figure 24. Characteristics of the contaminant plume for two connection angles: a) 45° and b) 90° 

Configuration of the HLS 

HLS of levels of complexity 2 and 3 represent two or more connected pipes. As a result, the plumes 

generated by each individual leaky pipe overlap and create a new shape of the contaminant plume. 

Hence, the level of complexity, the distance of separation between pipes, the total length of the HLS 

and the number of secondary and tertiary pipes influence the shape of the plume.  

If HLS have the same total length and connection angle, a change in the position of the secondary pipe 

changes the area covered by the HLS and the distance of separation between secondary pipes. This 

affects the location of the centroid of the HLS and therefore, influences the location of the centroid of 

the plume. For level of complexity 2, changing the position of the secondary pipes, while keeping the 

same HLS length and angle, has not a strong influence on the total area of the contaminant plume. A 

constant HLS length represents a constant contaminant source and injected mass flux. Since the aquifer 

characteristics and the groundwater head distribution are not affected, the total area of the plume is not 

significantly different (p-value>0.05) (see Appendix I). However, its shape changes following the shape 

of the HLS. In order to illustrate this, Figure 25 shows a set of HLS with 1500m length, level of complexity 

2, but different position of connection. In this case, changing the position of connection of the secondary 

pipe affects 6% the total area of the contaminant plume (see Appendix H).  
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(GWD 1: west to east, 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, connection angle 45°) 

Figure 25. Example of the characteristics of the contaminant plume for HLS having the same length 

and different position. Level 2  

In contrast, at a higher level of complexity (level 3) considering more secondary pipes connected to the 

main pipe, the difference between the position of the secondary pipe becomes more important (p-value 

<0.05, Appendix I). For example, the area of the plume of Figure 26b is 20% larger than Figure 26a. In 

both cases the total length of the HLS is 5000 m, having 21 pipes connected. The configuration of the 

HLS presented in Figure 26b covers an area 25% larger than the configuration of Figure 26a. HLS 

covering a greater area, have a greater separation between the secondary pipes. Then, the 

contaminants can travel longer distances without overlapping to the other plumes. Overlapping of 

plumes creates areas with higher concentration of contaminants (see section 5.3). Therefore, it is 

expected that the concentration of the contaminants in the aquifer will be higher between HLS with 

secondary pipes located in position 1 and 2, than with secondary pipes located in position 1 and 3.  
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Figure 26. Example of the characteristics of the contaminant plume for HLS having the same length 

and different position. Level 3  

HLS with different lengths but equal covered area, generate contaminant plumes with different shapes 

(see Figure 27 a and b). However, the difference of the total contaminant area is less than 10% 

(Appendix H). Under these conditions, the centroid of the plume remains constant. Additionally, Figure 

28 shows that the more tertiary pipes connected to the secondary pipe, the more irregular is the shape 

of the plume. This occurs due to diffusion and dispersion related to each individual HLS. The area of the 

plumes in Figure 28a, b and c varies with a maximum deviation of 10%. To sum up, knowing the number 

and location of secondary or tertiary pipes might be useful to identify specific areas affected by 

contamination.  
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Figure 27. Example of the characteristics of the contaminant plume for HLS with different lengths and 

same covered area   

 

Figure 28. Example of the characteristics of the contaminant plume for HLS with different lengths and 

secondary pipe located in the same position  

Additionally, it was observed that the union of all the plumes, resulting from the possible combinations 
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of leaky pipes belonging to a sewer network, has the same shape and extend of the plume generated 

by the HLS representing the whole sewer network. This is due to the overlapping of the plumes (see 

Figure 29). Hence, the simulation of the entire sewer network as HLS provides the extend of the area 

affected by the contaminant plume under the given aquifer characteristics, groundwater flow direction, 

leakage rate and steady-state flow conditions for ten years of simulation. This is a useful first approach 

to identify potentially polluted areas within the aquifer, since the edge of the plume represents the limit 

of the aquifer area that might be affected by sewer-borne contaminants.  

 

(GWD 1: west to east, 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, connection angle 90°) 

Figure 29. Comparing the union of all the plumes generated by the combination of HLS of level of 

complexity 2 and the contaminant plume obtained when the whole artificial sewer network is leaking 

Position of the centroid of the HLS 

The position of the centroid of the contaminant plume mainly depends on the position of the centroid of 

the HLS. Figure 31 shows that the centroids of the contaminant plumes have a similar distribution 

compared to the centroids of the HLS. This occurs for a given groundwater flow direction. Considering 

a groundwater flow towards the x-direction, the centroid of the plume moves towards the flow gradient. 

Hence, the movement of the centroid of the plume is parallel to the centroid of the HLS. For this reason, 

the correlation between the x and y coordinates of the centroids is high (R2 higher than 0.9 - Figure 31). 

Consequently, by knowing the shape of a HLS and its centroid, it is possible to predict the location of 

the centroid of a contaminant plume under specific hydrogeological conditions and groundwater flow 

direction.  
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Figure 30. Centroids of the plume and the HLS for groundwater flow towards x-direction (GWD1: from 

west to east)  

  

GWD 1 
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a) Linear regression between x coordinates of centroid of plume (x 
plume) and centroid of HLS (x HLS) 
 

 
b) Linear regression between y coordinates of centroid of plume (y 
plume) and centroid of HLS (y HLS) 

Figure 31. Linear regression between x and y coordinates of centroid of the plume and HLS 

Width of HLS 

Three different widths of HLS were analysed for a single pipe (level of complexity 1) with rotation angles 

equal to 180° and 90°. Figure 32 and Figure 33 suggest that the width of the HLS affects the total area 

of the contaminant plume. Additionally, HLS represented by more than one line of wells, tend to generate 

plumes with rectangular shapes. This is because the plumes, generated by each line of wells, overlap 

each other. The overlapping of the plumes creates a line in the extremes. HLS having a width of 250 m 

or 500 m and a constant length of 1000 m could represent areas of leakage. However, the width of those 

HLS might not represent the characteristics of a real sewer network. 

R2 = 0.93 

R2 = 0.99 
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(leakage 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, GWD1: from west to east)  

Figure 32. Contaminant plumes generated by one HLS with different widths. The HLS forms an angle 

of 180° to the groundwater velocity vectors 

 

 

(leakage 1x10-7 m3 s-1 per m, GWD1: from west to east)  

Figure 33. Contaminant plumes generated by one HLS with different widths. The HLS forms an angle 

of 90° to the groundwater velocity vectors 

In case of a single HLS forming an angle of 180° to the velocity vectors (Figure 32), the area of the 

plume can increase up to three times when the width of the HLS is 100 times larger (see Figure 34). 
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This occurs due to the increment of the number of wells that are used to represent the HLS. However, 

the length (distance along x-axis) of the plume remains constant. In case of Figure 32a, b and c, the 

length of the plume is 1780 m disregarding the width of the HLS. In contrast, the width of the plume 

(distance along y-axis) varies from 240 m to 730 m (see Table A. 5, Appendix H). Increasing the width 

of the HLS from 5m to 500m, increases the width of the plume three times (Figure 34). Hence the area 

of the plume is also larger. The centroid of the plume remains constant. 

 

wp: spreading of the contaminant plume along y-axis, Lp: spreading of the contaminant plume along x-axis, Ap: total area of the 

plume 

Figure 34. Influence of changing the width of HLS. Connection angle 180°, level 1 

Furthermore, when the single HLS is located perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction (Figure 

33), the spread of the plume along the y-axis remains constant disregarding the width of the HLS (see 

Figure 35). In contrast, the length of the plume changes (spread along the y-axis). This is due to the 

position of the wells in relation to the groundwater flow velocity vectors and the number of wells that are 

located adjacent to each other (see section 5.1.1). As a result, when the width of the HLS increases 

from 5 m to 500 m, the area of the plume is 80% larger (see Table A. 5, Appendix H).  
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wp: spreading of the contaminant plume along y-axis, Lp: spreading of the contaminant plume along x-axis, Ap: total area of the 

plume 

Figure 35. Influence of changing the width of HLS. Connection angle 90°, level 1 

5.2  EVALUATION OF INFLUENCE OF FACTORS  

In order to identify the HLS characteristics with high correlation, a Pearson correlation matrix and scatter 

plot were computed for the HLS and plume characteristics (see Appendix I). Table 14 presents the 

Pearson correlation coefficient for those variables that are highly correlated. The length of HLS (L), 

number of pipes (Npipe) and area covered by HLS (AHLS) are positive and linearly correlated, having 

Pearson coefficients higher than 0.70. Furthermore, the area of the plume is positively correlated to L, 

AHLS and Npipe.  

Table 14. HLS characteristics and plume characteristics with Pearson correlation coefficient higher 

than 0.50* 

Characteristics Correlation coefficient 
Length of HLS vs Number of pipes  0.94 
Length of HLS vs Area covered by HLS 0.83 
Area covered by HLS vs Number of pipes 0.72 
Level of complexity vs Number of pipes 0.54 
Area plume vs Length of HLS 0.80 
Area plume vs Area covered by HLS 0.81 
Area plume vs Number of pipes 0.71 

* Pearson correlation coefficient shows which variables are positively and highly correlated. However, it does not represent a 
causal relation between variables. The causal relationship between two variables was analysed by a linear regression (computing 
the coefficient of determination R2). 

 

In order to analyse a causal relationship between the variables presented in Table 14, a linear regression 

model was performed. In case of the HLS characteristics, the total length of the HLS and the number of 
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pipes are linearly correlated (adjusted R2: 0.89). By having more pipes, the HLS is longer. The linear 

relation between length and area of contaminant plume has a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.64 

(see Figure 36a). The area covered by the HLS has also a linear correlation with the total area of 

contaminant plume (adjusted R2: 0.66, see Figure 36b). In these cases, the linear correlation is weak. 

None of the evaluated HLS characteristics are linearly correlated to the distance between the centroid 

of the contaminant plume and centroid of the HLS (dpn) (see Appendix I). This is because the dpn 

depends mainly on the groundwater flow direction and the position of the centroid of the HLS. 

 

a) Linear regression between the area of the plume and length of the 
HLS 

 

 

b) Linear regression between the area of the plume and length of the 
HLS 

Figure 36. Linear regression between characteristics of HLS and total area of the contaminant plume: 

a) length of HLS vs area of plume, b) area covered by HLS vs area of plume   

Figure 37 presents the mean values of the relative area of the contaminant plume obtained for each 

scenario. As it was discussed before, the leakage rate (LR) has no influence on the spreading of the 

contaminants, whilst the groundwater flow direction (GWD) has a significant effect on the area of the 

contaminant plume (p-value < 0.05). Among all the evaluated HLS configurations, those HLS covering 

R2 = 0.64 

R2 = 0.66 
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the greatest area (e.g., PS 123), having the highest number of tertiary pipes connected to 90° and a 

length higher than 2900 m, have the largest contaminant plumes. The Figure 37 suggests that among 

the HLS characteristics, the total length of the HLS has the strongest influence on the spreading of the 

contaminants, with a difference in means equal to 52%. Figure A. 1 (Appendix I) shows the boxplot of 

the relative contaminant areas generated by the evaluated HLS characteristics.  

 

LR: leakage rate, GWD: groundwater direction  

PS: position of connection of secondary pipe to main pipe, LC: Level of complexity of artificial sewer network, α: angle of 
connection of secondary pipe, L: total length of HLS 

 Ap: total area of the plume, SC: scenario, BSC: base case scenario 

PS 123: secondary pipes connected to position 1, 2 and 3. PS 13: secondary pipes connected to position 1 and 3. PS 12: 
secondary pipes connected to position 1 and 2. PS 1/ PS 2/PS 3: secondary pipe connected to position 1 / 2 / 3 respectively.  

 

Figure 37. Mean values of the relative area of contaminant plume generated by each scenario 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to identify the factors with significant influence on the 

spreading of the contaminants (see Appendix J). The multiple regression showed that the combination 

of factors: I) level of complexity, II) total length of HLS (L), III) area covered by HLS (AHLS), IV) connection 

angle between pipes (α), V) position of connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe (PS) and VI) 

the groundwater flow direction (GWD) explain 89% of the variance of the area of the plume with a 

confidence level of 95% (see Appendix I). The analysis of variance demonstrates that all the previous 

mentioned factors, have a significant effect on the total area of the plume (p-value < 0.05). Hence, the 

knowledge about the HLS characteristics and the groundwater flow direction is important to predict the 

total area of the spread of the contaminant plume within an urban aquifer. The characterisation of the 

HLS can be based on its total length which is related to the number of connected pipes.  

Additionally, Figure 38 presents the mean values of the relation between the total injected mass and the 

total area of the contaminant plume (RMP). Since the total injected mass in the aquifer depends on the 

leakage rate (LR), if a different leakage is considered for each pipe, the RMP changes significantly. 

Therefore, the mean values of RMP for the LR2 are 19 times higher than the LR1. As it was explained 
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before, in these cases, the total area of the contaminant plume has not a significant change. Hence, the 

“contaminant pressure” depends on the total injected mass of contaminant. In a similar way, the level of 

complexity (LC) increases the number of pipes. More connected pipes inject more contaminant mass in 

the aquifer. Finally, the scenarios where the GWD is from west to east (GWD 1) and the angle of 

connection of the secondary pipe is 45°, have a high RMP because they generate small areas of 

contaminant plumes. 

 

LR: leakage rate, GWD: groundwater direction 

PS: position of connection of secondary pipe to main pipe, LC: Level of complexity of artificial sewer network, α: angle of 
connection of secondary pipe, L: total length of HLS 

M: total injected mass, Ap: total area of the plume, RMP= M/ Ap 

PS 123: secondary pipes connected to position 1, 2 and 3. PS 13: secondary pipes connected to position 1 and 3. PS 12: 
secondary pipes connected to position 1 and 2. PS 1/ PS 2/PS 3: secondary pipe connected to position 1 / 2 / 3 respectively.  

Figure 38. Mean values of the relation between total injected mass and area of the contaminant plume 

for all the evaluated scenarios 
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5.3  APPLICATION OF A NEW APPROACH TO IDENTIFY 

AREAS WITH HIGH RISK OF POLLUTION  

5.3.1 Case study: urban Observatory (Dresden) 

Each part of a sewer network can be simulated as an individual HLS. As it was discussed before, the 

leakage rates have no long-term influence on the groundwater budget. Thus, under the same 

groundwater flow direction, each HLS generates a contaminant plume with a different shape. 

Considering steady-state flow conditions and a long-term contaminant transport, these contaminant 

plumes may overlap. The overlapping of the plumes would generate areas with high concentration of 

the contaminant. Consequently, areas with high risk of pollution could be identified by intersecting all 

the plumes generated by each HLS. This section constitutes an overview introducing the possible 

application of simulating sewer networks as HLS. 

This simplified approach was tested using real shapes of sewer networks to identify highly polluted areas 

within urban aquifers. Hence, real shapes of the stormwater system of the urban observatory in Dresden 

were used. Under the same groundwater flow direction, simulations of each part of the network 

represented as HLS showed different plume shapes (see Figure 39). All plumes expand along the 

groundwater flow gradient. Additionally, the plume generated by the whole leaky sewer network (Figure 

39g) comprises all the plumes associated to each individual HLS (Figure 39a-f). For this reason, a 

relation between the areas of the plumes generated by each HLS and by the whole leaky network was 

computed (Ap/Aptotal). This facilitates the comparison among the plumes. As it was demonstrated in 

section 5.2, long HLS covering a larger area are associated to larger contaminant plumes. For instance, 

the largest contaminant plume is generated by the HLS type 1 (length of 890 m), which covers 62% of 

the total area under risk of pollution.  

To illustrate this, Table 15 presents the characteristics of each HLS, including their length and the 

number of wells that were used to represent each HLS. Additionally, the characteristics of the 

contaminant plume and their relation to the plume generated by the whole leaky network are shown 

(see Appendix K). 
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Figure 39. Plumes generated per each type of HLS shape in the network of the Urban Observatory 

(Dresden) 
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Table 15. Comparison of contaminant plumes for different shapes of HLS based on Urban 

Observatory (Dresden) 

Characteristics of the HLS Characteristics of the 
contaminant plume 

Type 
HLS 

Length 
(m) Nº wells %Injected mass 

for 10 years Ap/Ap total 
Centroid of 

plume 
xp yp 

1 890 211 33 0.62 1602 1794 
2 520 119 19 0.45 1467 1902 
3 410 86 14 0.39 1395 1809 
4 330 67 11 0.30 1398 1664 
5 340 63 10 0.30 1070 1635 
6 420 86 14 0.43 1444 1802 
7 2910 632 100 1 1258 1726 

Nº wells: number of wells representing the HLS, Ap: area of the contaminant plume, Ap/Aptotal: relation between the 

area of the plume generated by the individual HLS and the area of the plume generated by the whole network, xp: 

x-coordinate, yp: y-coordinate  

The injected mass after ten years of simulation varies between and 1313 and 3932 (tons), for a constant 

concentration of 100 mg L-1 (see Appendix K). The minimum injected mass is associated to the smallest 

HLS (Type 5 – 63 injection wells), whereas the maximum injected mass was reached when the entire 

network is leaking (Type 6 - 632 injection wells). As shown in Figure 40, the variability of the 

concentration depends on the number of injection wells that represent the HLS. The concentration inside 

the edge of the plumes might vary between 2x10-12 and 45 (kg m3). Figure 41 shows the total injected 

mass associated to the total area of the contaminant plume. It is observed that the longest HLS (e.g. 

HLS Type 7 - length 2910 m) has the highest injected mass per m2 of contaminant plume (RMP). In 

contrast, HLS with the same number of wells have a different “contaminant pressure” (see section 4.4.4), 

since the spatial distribution of the HLS is different and therefore, their total contaminant area of the 

plume varies. For instance, in case of HLS type 3 and 6 (represented by 86 wells) the percentage of 

difference of the RMP is 9.5%.  
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a) Distribution of contaminant plume generated by 
HLS Type 5 (smallest HLS) 

 

a) Distribution of contaminant plume generated by 
HLS Type 7 (whole network) 

 

Figure 40. Distribution of the contaminant concentration for two types of HLS as a part of the Urban 

Observatory network (Dresden)  

 

Ap: Total area of the contaminant plume for a given HLS 

Figure 41. Relation between the total injected mass and the area of the contaminant plume for 

different HLS based on Urban Observatory (Dresden) 

Figure 42 shows the union of the plumes generated by each HLS. The overlapping of the plumes 

depends on the separation distance between each analysed HLS. HLS, adjacent to each other, have 

the greater intersected area. Those regions showing more intersections of contaminant plumes, would 

have a higher probability of pollution due to a leaky pipe in the sewer network. For instance, since the 

HLS types 2, 3, 4 and 6 are located nearby (maximum 300 m of separation), their contaminant plumes 

overlap with each other. Additionally, all HLS are connected to HLS type 1 (main pipe). Hence, its 
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contaminant plume intersects with all the others. Please notice that the groundwater flow direction was 

assumed, and it does not represent the real hydraulic head distribution of the study area. 

 

Figure 42. Union of the plumes generated per each type of HLS shape in the network of the Urban 

Observatory (Dresden) 

Considering the number of intersected plumes, areas with high risk of pollution were identified (Figure 

43). The areas were classified into four groups of pollution risk depending on the number of plumes that 

were intersected: I) very high (5 to 6 plumes), high (3 to 4 plumes), medium (1 to 2 plumes) and low (no 

intersections). Since the plume from the HLS type 7 comprises all other contaminant plumes, it was not 

included for the analysis. The region with very high risk of pollution represents around 39% of the total 

contaminant area. This region expands towards the flow gradient.  

Other methodologies used to predict areas with high probability of pollution, due to leaky sewer networks 

within aquifers, are focused on sewer network structural conditions (Lee et al., 2015; Roehrdanz et al., 

2017). In contrast, the methodology presented in this chapter facilitates the identification of regions with 

high pollution risk, for a given sewer network, without prior knowledge of leakage locations (point 

sources of pollution), leakage rates or structural conditions of the sewer network. It requires analysing 

the HLS geometry (e.g. location, length and covered area) and groundwater flow direction. However, 

this methodology should be further validated.  
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Figure 43. Areas with high risk of pollution due to intersection of contamination plumes 

5.3.2 Towards proposing possible observation points for urban 

groundwater quality monitoring 

As shown in Figure 43, all the centroids of the contaminant plumes are located in areas with high or very 

high risk of pollution, considering the shape of the storm water system of the urban observatory in 

Dresden. Hence, the coordinates of the centroids of the plumes can be used as a first reference for 

selecting possible observation points for long-term groundwater quality monitoring. This would facilitate 

the identification of micropollutants, within the aquifer, associated to leaky sewer networks, because at 

those points the probability to detect the contaminants might be higher.  

The simplified approach could be useful to overcome one of the main challenges of groundwater 

monitoring: selecting observation points covering representative areas for monitoring (Stigter et al., 

2011). Hence, the spatial distribution of the observation points can provide an idea of the spreading of 

the sewer-borne contaminants in the urban area. However, the evaluated geometric centroid of the 

simulated contaminant plume might not be the same as the mass centre of the real contaminant plume. 

Therefore, further evaluations to optimise groundwater quality monitoring points should be done. 

Furthermore, it is possible to identify at least one observation point where the probability to measure 

sewer-borne contaminants might be high. The identification of this point does not require to intersect all 

the contaminant plumes, because it considers only the position of the centroids of the plumes. Hence, 

it is a simplified approach that can be applied for any sewer network geometry disregarding its length 

without the necessity to automate the process of intersecting all combinations of HLS. This methodology 

consists on grouping all the centroids of the contaminant plumes, associated to each HLS, into a 
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polygon. Then, the centroid of this polygon should be computed. Considering all the intersections among 

contaminant plumes, all the centroids of the plumes are located in regions with high risk or very high 

risk or pollution. For this case study, these regions represent areas where more than three plumes are 

intersected. Hence, the centroid of the polygon formed by those points is also located in an area of very 

high risk of pollution. Figure 44 illustrates the identification of this possible observation point for the 

urban observatory in Dresden.  

This methodology could be useful for groundwater sampling under budgetary constraints or in places 

where no urban monitoring systems exist. However, since this observation point is not related to any 

given HLS, the identification of the pollution sources is not possible. Alternatively, to analyse the relation 

of the point to the HLS, backward particle tracking using MODPATH (Pollock et al., 2016) could be done. 

Identification of highly polluted areas and possible observation points for urban groundwater quality are 

steps forward to the optimisation of monitoring networks. Nonetheless, proposing an optimised 

monitoring network was beyond the scope of this master thesis. Hence, this simplified methodology 

should be further evaluated. 

 

Figure 44. Identification of possible observation point for measure sewer-borne contaminants 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and 

Recommendations 
6 Conclusions and recommendations 
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The sewer network geometry influences the spreading of the contaminant plume within aquifers. 

Specially the length and distribution of pollution sources, represented as horizontal line sources (HLS), 

are important factors that affect the total spreading area. Hence, using a simplified approach, sewer 

network shapes can be simulated as multiple lines of wells in MODFLOW and multiple sources in MT3D-

MS. This simplification facilitates understanding the spatial relation between the distribution of the leaky 

sewer pipelines and potential areas of pollution. Additionally, it allows to carry out a systematic 

evaluation of multiple HLS with different spatial distributions within the aquifer. The developed 

methodology is based on Python scripts and, therefore, flexible and open for automatized evaluation 

techniques such as Monte Carlo. It can be easily adapted to other hydrogeological conditions and HLS 

characteristics (e.g., width, length, spatial distribution).  

Moreover, since the sewer network shapes were represented as HLS, computing the total length of the 

HLS, its centroid and covered area constitutes a simplified approach to relate HLS geometry with the 

generated contaminant plume. In a similar way, the characterisation of the contaminant plumes included 

the total area of the spreading and their centroid. This approach was useful to identify the geometric 

characteristics of the HLS that influence the spreading of the plume and propose scenarios. However, 

developing a systematic approach in QGIS to compute, in an automatic way, differences of the plume 

shapes in terms of length and width for all the simulated scenarios would be also useful. Since all the 

shapes have an irregular area, this automation was beyond the scope of this study.  

Furthermore, under steady-state flow conditions and conservative transport, advection has the highest 

influence on the spreading of contaminants. Hence, the statistical analysis demonstrates the importance 

of identifying the groundwater flow direction to evaluate the change on the shape of contaminant plumes 

and their relation to the shape of HLS. The position of the HLS relative to the groundwater flow vectors 

significantly affects the spreading of the contaminants. 

In contrast, in the long-term, the evaluated leakage rates had a negligible effect on groundwater heads 

distribution and on the total area of the contaminant plume. Hence, a high accurate quantification of the 

exfiltration flow from the leaky sewer pipes would not be necessary to predict the areas with high 

pollution risk within aquifers. This is especially important, because it simplifies the number of parameters 

required to analyse spreading of sewer-borne contaminants in the saturated zone. Nonetheless, the 

leakage rate influences the total contaminant mass that is in the aquifer. Hence, contaminant plumes 

with the same area but different total contaminant mass would have a different impact on the 

groundwater quality. Further analysis considering the distribution of the concentration of contaminants 

within the contaminant plume is required. 

Additionally, the spreading of sewer-borne contaminants can be predicted considering HLS 

characteristics and the groundwater flow direction. This is useful to delineate areas with high risk of 

pollution for a given sewer network. The developed methodology included possible combinations of 

leaky pipes existing in a given sewer network, represented as HLS with different geometrical 

characteristics (e.g., length and location of centroids). Areas susceptible to contamination were identified 

and classified. This was achieved by intersecting all the contaminant plumes generated by each HLS. 

Additionally, the centroid of the simulated plumes might provide an insight to locate possible 

groundwater observation points. The potential of applying this methodology was shown by using the 
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Urban Observatory site as part of the storm water system of Dresden (Germany), and assuming a 

groundwater flow distribution. The developed methodology could be transferred and applied at different 

locations, where information about the configuration of the sewer network and groundwater flow 

direction is available. However, this methodology should be validaded considering real aquifer 

characteristics, hydrogeological conditions and measurements of contaminant concentration. 

Calibration of the models should be done before predicting the highly polluted areas. Additionally, the 

approach used to identify possible observation points should consider real conditions and hence, it 

requires further optimization techniques. For example, considering the available area and land-use 

maps are alternatives to develop a suitability mapping of the installation of monitoring points in the city. 

In this study the transport of contaminants throught the vadose zone was not evaluated. Hence the 

influence of the clogging layer on the spreading of the contaminants was neglected. The transport of the 

contaminants througth the vadose zone might affect the geometric characteristics of the HLS 

representing the leakage from the sewer network within the aquifer. Therefore, future studies should 

focus on how the leakage points are transformed into HLS through the vadose zone before they reach 

the saturated zone. The transformation of point-sources into horizontal lines should include the 

identification of the width, length and distribution of the HLS in the aquifer. 

Finally, further studies should also include the effect of anisotropy and heterogeneity of the aquifers on 

the spreading of the sewer-borne contaminants and its relationship with the HLS. Moreover, the 

significance of the influence of the width of the HLS should be further analysed. This might include the 

simulation of different HLS combinations using a grid refinement. Additionally, the effect of natural 

recharge or areal recharge coming from other leakages in the urban infrastructure could be evaluated 

including transient flow simulations.  
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Appendix A. Script in PyQGIS 
 

HLS: 
import os 
import re 
import fnmatch 
 
rootPath = 'D:/IncidentThesisKR/PipeModel/data/shapes/network 
pattern = '*.shp' 
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(rootPath): 
    for filename in fnmatch.filter(files, pattern): 
        print( os.path.join(root, filename)) 
        uri = os.path.join(root, filename) 
        vlayer=iface.addVectorLayer(uri, baseName = '', providerKey = 'ogr') 
             
#        # -- Compute area and perimeter of the sewer network shape 
        centroid = processing.run("native:centroids", {'INPUT':uri,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        delaunay = processing.run("qgis:delaunaytriangulation", {'INPUT':centroid,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        dissolve = processing.run("native:dissolve", {'INPUT':delaunay,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        geometry =processing.run("qgis:exportaddgeometrycolumns",{'INPUT':dissolve,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        
#        # -- Compute centroid of the sewer network shape 
       cent_geo = processing.run("native:centroids", {'INPUT':geometry,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
       coordCentroid = processing.run("qgis:exportaddgeometrycolumns",{'INPUT':cent_geo,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        
 
Plume:  
import os 
import re 
import fnmatch 
 
rootPath = 'D:/IncidentThesisKR/PipeModel/data/shapes/plume 
pattern = '*.shp' 
 
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(rootPath): 
    for filename in fnmatch.filter(files, pattern): 
        print( os.path.join(root, filename)) 
        uri = os.path.join(root, filename) 
        vlayer=iface.addVectorLayer(uri, baseName = '', providerKey = 'ogr') 
        poly = processing.run("qgis:linestopolygons", {'INPUT':uri,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        dissolve = processing.run("native:dissolve", {'INPUT':poly,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        geometry =processing.run("qgis:exportaddgeometrycolumns",{'INPUT':dissolve,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        centroid = processing.run("native:centroids", {'INPUT':dissolve,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
        coordCentroid = processing.run("qgis:exportaddgeometrycolumns",{'INPUT':centroid,'OUTPUT':'memory:'})['OUTPUT'] 
         
        QgsProject.instance().addMapLayer(geometry) 
        QgsProject.instance().addMapLayer(coordCentroid) 
#             
        for feature in geometry.getFeatures(): 
            area = feature["area"] 
            perimeter = feature["perimeter"] 
            textline = str(filename) + ',' + str(area) + ',' + str(perimeter)+ '\n' 
            file = open('D:/IncidentThesisKR/PipeModel/data/files/PlumeGeo1PIPE.txt', 'a') 
            file.write(str(textline)) 
            file.close() 
             
        for feature in coordCentroid.getFeatures(): 
            xcoord = feature["xcoord"] 
            ycoord  = feature["ycoord"] 
            cenCoord = str(filename) + ',' + str(xcoord) + ',' + str(ycoord)+ '\n' 
            fileC = open('D:/IncidentThesisKR/PipeModel/data/files/CenGeo1PIPE.txt', 'a') 
            fileC.write(cenCoord) 
            fileC.close()  
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Appendix B. Main script for scenario simulation 
def pipe(dirname, x, m, n, level, pump1, pump2, pump3, rech, p): 
    """ 
    Main script 
    """ 
    #  -- model name and workspace 
    model_ws = os.path.join(workdir, dirname) 
    modelname_mf = dirname + '_mf' 
 
    #  -- define MODFLOW model object 
    mf = flopy.modflow.Modflow(modelname=modelname_mf, exe_name=exe_name_mf, model_ws=model_ws) 
    # 
    #  -- Define linker file between MODFLOW-2005 and MT3DMS 
    lmt = flopy.modflow.ModflowLmt(mf, output_file_name='mt3d_link.ftl', output_file_format='formatted') 
 
    #  -- Define general packages for MODFLOW-2005 
    dis = module.dis.create_dis_file(mf=mf)  # Discretization 
    bas = module.bas.create_bas_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, Ztop=dis.top)  # Basic package 
    lpf = module.lpf.create_lpf_file(mf=mf)  # Layer-property flow package 
    pcg = module.pcg.create_pcg_file(mf=mf)  # Solver configuration 
    oc = module.oc.create_oc_file(mf=mf, Nper=dis.nper, nstp=dis.nstp)  # Output control 
 
    #  -- Define boundary conditions 
    chd = module.chd.create_chd_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, gwd=gwd)  # Constant head 
     wel = module.wel.create_wel_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, 
                                     lenp=lenp, d=d, pump1=pump1, pump2=pump2, pump3=pump3, 
                                     x=x, m=m, n=n, level=level, workdir=workdir, dirname=dirname, p=p)  # Wells representing pipe leakage 
    """ 
    ***************************** 
    Running MODFLOW-2005 
    ***************************** 
    """ 
    #  -- write model input files 
    print('Writing MODFLOW-2005 input files...') 
    mf.write_input() 
    print('Done.') 
 
    #  -- run the model 
    print('Running MODFLOW-2005...') 
    success, mfoutput = mf.run_model(silent=True)  # if silent, then no screen output in command window 
    if not success: 
        raise Exception('MODFLOW-2005 did not terminate normally.') 
    print('Done.') 
    """ 
    ***************************** 
    Configuration of MT3D-MS 
    ***************************** 
    """ 
    # -- define MT3D model object 
    modelname_mt = dirname + '_mt' 
    mt = flopy.mt3d.Mt3dms(modflowmodel=mf, modelname=modelname_mt, exe_name=exe_name_mt, model_ws=model_ws, 
                           ftlfilename='mt3d_link.ftl') 
 
    #  -- Define packages for MT3DMS 
    btn = module.btn.create_btn_file(mt=mt)  # Basic transport package 
    adv = module.adv.create_adv_file(mt=mt)  # Advection 
    dsp = module.dsp.create_dsp_file(mt=mt)  # Dispersion 
    ssm = module.ssm.create_ssm_file(mt=mt, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, lenp=lenp, d=d, x=x, m=m, n=n, 
                                     level=level)  # Sink and source 
    gcg = module.gcg.create_gcg_file(mt=mt) 
    """ 
    ***************************** 
    Running MT3D-MS 
    ***************************** 
    """ 
    # -- write model input files 
    print('Writing MT3D-MS input files...') 
    mt.write_input() 
    print('Done.') 
 
    # -- run the model 
    mt.run_model(silent=False) 
 
    # -- Post- processing concentrations 
    fname = os.path.join(model_ws, 'MT3D001.UCN') 
    ucnobj = flopy.utils.UcnFile(fname) 
    times = ucnobj.get_times() 
    conc = ucnobj.get_alldata() 
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    ucnobj2 = bf.UcnFile(fname, precision='single') 
    ucnlist = ucnobj2.list_records() 
    ucncon = ucnobj2.get_alldata() 
    print(list, ucncon) 
 
    # -- Post- processing hydraulic heads 
    # Plot hydraulic heads 
    hdobj = bf.HeadFile(os.path.join(workdir, dirname, dirname + '_mf.bhd')) 
    times = hdobj.get_times() 
    rec = hdobj.get_data(totim=times[-1])  # rec = [nlay, nrow, ncol] for last time step if totim=times[-1] 
 
    # Get Budget 
    cbb = bf.CellBudgetFile(os.path.join(workdir, dirname, dirname + '_mf.cbc'), precision='double') 
 
    # set the model coordinate information 
    grid = mf.modelgrid 
    grid.set_coord_info(xoff=0.0, yoff=0.0) 
    print(grid.extent) 
 
    return mf, mt, conc, rec, grid, times, cbb 
 
Appendix C. Creating sewer network shapes 
 
def network(dirname, d, x, m, n, level, p): 
 
    #  -- model name and workspace 
    model_ws = os.path.join(workdir, dirname) 
    modelname_mf = dirname + '_mf' 
 
    #  -- define MODFLOW model object 
    mf = flopy.modflow.Modflow(modelname=modelname_mf, exe_name=exe_name_mf, model_ws=model_ws) 
    # 
    #  -- Define linker file between MODFLOW-2005 and MT3DMS 
    lmt = flopy.modflow.ModflowLmt(mf, output_file_name='mt3d_link.ftl', output_file_format='formatted') 
 
    #  -- Define general packages for MODFLOW-2005 
    dis = module.dis.create_dis_file(mf=mf)  # Discretization 
    bas = module.bas.create_bas_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, Ztop=dis.top)  # Basic package 
    lpf = module.lpf.create_lpf_file(mf=mf)  # Layer-property flow package 
    pcg = module.pcg.create_pcg_file(mf=mf)  # Solver configuration 
    oc = module.oc.create_oc_file(mf=mf, Nper=dis.nper, nstp=dis.nstp)  # Output control 
 
    #  -- Define boundary conditions 
    chd = module.chd.create_chd_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, gwd=gwd)  # Constant head 
    wel = module.wel.create_wel_file(mf=mf, Nlay=dis.nlay, Nrow=dis.nrow, Ncol=dis.ncol, 
                                     lenp=lenp, d=d, pump1=pump1, pump2=pump2, pump3=pump3, 
                                     x=x, m=m, n=n, level=level, workdir=workdir, dirname=dirname, p=p)  # Wells representing pipe leakage 
    """ 
    ***************************** 
    Running MODFLOW-2005 
    ***************************** 
    """ 
    #  -- write model input files 
    print('Writing MODFLOW-2005 input files...') 
    mf.write_input() 
    print('Done.') 
 
    #  -- run the model 
    print('Running MODFLOW-2005...') 
    success, mfoutput = mf.run_model(silent=True)  # if silent, then no screen output in command window 
    if not success: 
        raise Exception('MODFLOW-2005 did not terminate normally.') 
    print('Done.') 
 
    # -- Post- processing hydraulic heads 
 
    # Plot hydraulic heads 
    hdobj = bf.HeadFile(os.path.join(workdir, dirname, dirname + '_mf.bhd')) 
    times = hdobj.get_times() 
    rec = hdobj.get_data(totim=times[-1])  # rec = [nlay, nrow, ncol] for last time step if totim=times[-1] 
 
    # -- Saving as a shape 
    if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(workdir, 'shapes')): 
        os.makedirs(os.path.join(workdir, 'shapes')) 
 
    # set the model coordinate information 
    grid = mf.modelgrid 
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    grid.set_coord_info(xoff=0.0, yoff=0.0) 
    print(grid.extent) 
 
    return mf, rec, grid 
 
 
Appendix D. Modules for creating MODFLOW input files  
 
Module 1. dis.py 
def create_dis_file(mf): 
    # Model Discretization 
    Lx = 4000. 
    Ly = 4000. 
    Ztop = 10. 
    Zbottom = 00. 
    Lz = Ztop - Zbottom 
    Nlay = 1 
    Nrow = 800 
    Ncol = 800 
    delr = Lx / Ncol 
    delc = Ly / Nrow 
    delv = Lz / Nlay 
    botm = np.linspace(Ztop, Zbottom, Nlay + 1)  # layer bottoms 
    Nper = 1  # number of time periods 
    perlen = [10*12*30*86400]  # time units (here: seconds) 
    nstp = [1]  # 30 number of time step 
    tsmult = [1]  # timestep multiplyer 
    steady = True  # [True, False] # defines type of temporal stationarity 
    itmuni = 1  # time unit: 1...sec, 2...minutes, 3...hours, 4...days 
    lenuni = 2  # length unit: 2...meters 
 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowDis(mf, nlay=Nlay, nrow=Nrow, ncol=Ncol, delr=delr, delc=delc, top=Ztop, botm=botm[1:], 
                                   nper=Nper, perlen=perlen, nstp=nstp, itmuni=itmuni, lenuni=lenuni, steady=steady, 
                                   tsmult=tsmult) 
 
Module 2. bas.py 
 
def create_bas_file(mf, Nlay, Nrow, Ncol, Ztop):    # Basic package 
    ibound = np.ones((Nlay, Nrow, Ncol), dtype=np.int32)  # defines grid, specifies whether the cell is constant head (<0), active 
(>0) or inactive (=0) 
 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowBas(mf, ibound=ibound)  
 
Module 3. lpf.py 
 
def create_lpf_file(mf): 
    # Layer-property flow package 
    laytyp = -1  # layer type: 0...confined, <0...convertible 
    hk = 1.e-4 
    vka = hk / 10. 
    sy = 0.15  # specific yield 
    ss = 0.000001  # specific storage 
    ipakcb = 53  # defines whether MODFLOW budget file is written 
 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowLpf(mf, laytyp=laytyp, hk=hk, vka=vka, ss=ss, sy=sy, ipakcb=ipakcb) 
 
Module 4. pcg.py 
 
def create_pcg_file(mf): 
    # --  solver configuration 
    mxiter = 50  # max. number of outer iterations 
    iter1 = 30  # max. number of inner iterations 
    hclose = 1.e-5  # head change criterion 
    rclose = 1.e-5  # residual change criterion 
    relax = 1.0  # relaxation parameter 
 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowPcg(mf, mxiter=mxiter, iter1=iter1, hclose=hclose, rclose=rclose, relax=relax) 
 
Module 5. oc.py 
 
def create_oc_file(mf, Nper,nstp): 
    #  -- output control 
    stress_period_data = {} 
    for kper in range(Nper): 
        for kstp in range(nstp[kper]): 
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            stress_period_data[kper, kstp] = ['save head', 
                                            'save budget', 
                                            'print head', 
                                            'print budget'] 
 
    extensionbin = ['oc', 'bhd', 'bdn', 'cbc', 'ibo'] # default extensions for binary files 
 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowOc(mf, stress_period_data=stress_period_data, compact=True, extension=extensionbin)   
 
Module 6. chd.py 
 
def create_chd_file(mf, Nlay, Nrow, Ncol, gwd): 
 
    #  -- CHD boundary condition - Constant head 
    lrcd = {} 
    lrcd_sp1 = []  # all values for stress period 1 
    # lrcd_sp2 = [] # all values for stress period 2 
    if gwd == 1: #gwd: groundwater flow direction, 1(horizontal), 2 (vertical)  
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for j in range(Nrow): 
                lrcd_sp1.append([k, j, 0, 10., 10.])  # defines constant head for all layers/rows for the left model margin with 10 m 
                lrcd_sp1.append([k, j, Ncol - 1, 2., 2.])  # defines constant head for all layers/rows for the right model margin with 2 m 
 
    elif gwd == 2: #gwd: groundwater flow direction, 1(horizontal), 2 (vertical) 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for i in range(Ncol): 
                lrcd_sp1.append([k, 0, i, 10., 10.])  # defines constant head for all layers/rows for the left model margin with 10 m 
                lrcd_sp1.append([k, Nrow-1, i, 2., 2.])  # defines constant head for all layers/rows for the right model margin with 2 m 
    lrcd[0] = lrcd_sp1 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowChd(mf, stress_period_data=lrcd) 
 
Module 7. wel.py 
 
This script presents the configuration of the WEL package for one pipe. The complete script is part of 
the digital appendices.  
 
def create_wel_file(mf, Nlay, Nrow, Ncol, lenp, d, pump1, pump2, pump3, x, m, n, level, workdir, dirname, p):  #model_ws, 
 
    a = 75 
 
    ipipeT1 = int((Ncol / 4) - 1 + a)  #  initial column of horizontal pipe T1 (initial horizontal axis) 
    fpipeT1 = 1 * (ipipeT1 + lenp)  # final column of horizontal pipe T1 (final horizontal axis) 
    ipipeT2 = int((Ncol / 2) - 1 + a)  # initial row of vertical pipe T2 (initial vertical axis) 
    fpipeT2 = 1 * int(ipipeT2 + (lenp / 2))  # final row of vertical pipe T2 (final vertical axis) 
 
    wells = {} 
    well_sp1 = []  # well for stress period 1 
 
    if level == 1:# (1.1 type pipe) 1 hor 
 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for Nrow in range(ipipeT2, ipipeT2 + d, 1): 
                for Ncol in range(ipipeT1, fpipeT1, 1): 
                    well_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, pump1])  # [Lay, row, col, pumping rate] 
 
    elif level == 2: # (1.2 type pipe) vertical pipe 
 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for Ncol in range(ipipeT1 + int(lenp/2), ipipeT1 + int(lenp/2) + d, 1): 
                for Nrow in range(ipipeT2 - int(lenp/2), ipipeT2 - int(lenp/2) + lenp, 1): 
                    well_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, pump1])  # [Lay, row, col, pumping rate] 
 
    elif level == 3: # Diagonal pipe NS (up to down) 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for (Nrow, Ncol) in zip(range(399-70 + a, 399+70 + a, 1), range(299-70 + a, 299+70 + a, 1)): 
                well_sp1.append([0, Nrow, Ncol, pump1]) 
 
    elif level == 4: # Diagonal pipe SN (down to up) 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for (Nrow, Ncol) in zip(range(469 + a, 329 + a, -1), range(229 + a, 299+70 + a, 1)): 
                well_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, pump1]) 
 
    wells[0] = well_sp1 
    return flopy.modflow.ModflowWel(mf, stress_period_data=wells) 
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Module 8. leak.py 
 
def leakage_rate(l): 
    if l == 1: 
        pump1 = 5.e-7 
        pump2 = 5.e-7 
        pump3 = 5.e-7 
 
    elif l == 2: 
        pump1 = 5.e-8  # m3/s  
        pump2 = 5.e-7  # m3/s  
        pump3 = 5.e-6  # m3/s ( 
    return pump1, pump2, pump3  
 
Appendix E. Modules for creating MT3D input files  
 
Module 9. btn.py 
 
def create_btn_file(mt):  
    #  -- BTN configuration 
    porosity = 0.30  # is default value 
    tunit = 's'  # time unit is seconds (can be self-defined) - default is 'D' 
    lunit = 'M'  # default length unit is meter 
    munit = 'KG'  # (default= 'KG') 
    ncomp = 1  # number of species 
    mcomp = 1  # both are mobile 
    sconc = 0.  # initial concentration 
    nprmas = 1  # output after how many time steps 
    icbund = 1 
    return flopy.mt3d.Mt3dBtn(mt, tunit=tunit, lunit=lunit, munit=munit, prsity=porosity, ncomp=ncomp, mcomp=mcomp, 
                             sconc=sconc, nprmas=nprmas, icbund=icbund) 
 
Module 10. adv.py 
 
def create_adv_file(mt): #, mixelm): 
    #  -- ADV configuration 
    mixelm = 0  # type of solver (standart finite-difference) 
    percel = 1  # number of cells a particle can move in one time step 
    return flopy.mt3d.Mt3dAdv(mt, mixelm=mixelm, percel=percel) 
 
Module 11. dsp.py 
 
def create_dsp_file(mt): #, al, trpt, trpv): 
    #  -- DSP configuration 
    al = 10  # 1 longitudinal dispersivity(default 10m) 
    trpt = 0.1  # ratio between longitudinal and transversal dispersivity (horizontal) 
    trpv = 0.01  # ratio between longitudinal and transversal dispersivity (vertical) 
    dmcoef = 5.e-10   
 
    return flopy.mt3d.Mt3dDsp(mt, al=al, trpt=trpt, trpv=trpv, dmcoef=dmcoef) 

 
Module 12. ssm.py 
 
This script presents the configuration of the SSM package for one pipe. The complete script is part of 
the digital appendices.  
 
def create_ssm_file(mt, Nlay, Nrow, Ncol, lenp, d, x, m, n, level): 
 
    a = 75 
    ipipeT1 = int((Ncol / 4) - 1 + a)  # initial column of horizontal pipe T1 (initial horizontal axis) 
    fpipeT1 = 1 * (ipipeT1 + lenp)  # final column of horizontal pipe T1 (final horizontal axis) 
    ipipeT2 = int((Ncol / 2) - 1 + a)  #  initial row of vertical pipe T2 (initial vertical axis) 
    fpipeT2 = 1 * int(ipipeT2 + (lenp / 2))  # final row of vertical pipe T2 (final vertical axis) 
 
    # -- SSM configuration - Sink and source 
    # [k,i,j,css,itype, cssms(n), n=1, ncomp] = layer, row, column, source concentration, type of sink/source: well-constant 
concentration cell 
 
    itype = flopy.mt3d.Mt3dSsm.itype_dict() 
    crch = 0.  # recharge concentration of species 1 
    conc = 100 #kg/m3 
 
    ssm_data = {} 
    ssm_data_sp1 = []  # all values for stress period 1 
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    # itype: type of boundary condition 
 
    if level == 1:  # 1 hor 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for Nrow in range(ipipeT2, ipipeT2 + d, 1): 
                for Ncol in range(ipipeT1, fpipeT1, 1): 
                    ssm_data_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, conc, itype['WEL']]) 
 
    elif level == 2:  # vertical pipe 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for Ncol in range(ipipeT1 + int(lenp / 2), ipipeT1 + int(lenp / 2) + d, 1): 
                for Nrow in range(ipipeT2 - int(lenp / 2), ipipeT2 - int(lenp / 2) + lenp, 1): 
                    ssm_data_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, conc, itype['WEL']]) 
 
    elif level == 3: # Diagonal pipe NS (up to down) 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for (Nrow, Ncol) in zip(range(399-70 + a, 399+70 + a, 1), range(299-70 + a, 299+70 + a, 1)): 
                ssm_data_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, conc, itype['WEL']]) 
 
    elif level == 4: # Diagonal pipe SN (down to up) 
        for k in range(Nlay): 
            for (Nrow, Ncol) in zip(range(469 + a, 329 + a, -1), range(229 + a, 299+70 + a, 1)): 
                ssm_data_sp1.append([k, Nrow, Ncol, conc, itype['WEL']]) 
 
    ssm_data[0] = ssm_data_sp1 
    return flopy.mt3d.Mt3dSsm(mt, stress_period_data=ssm_data, crch=crch) 
 
Module 13. gcg.py 
 
def create_gcg_file(mt): 
#  -- GCG configuration 
    mxiter = 20  # max. number of outer iterations - should be greater than 1 
    iter1 = 500  # max. number of inner iterations - value between 30-50 
    isolve = 3  # type of preconditioner (3 is default: MIC) 
    cclose = 1.e-9  # 1.e-9 or -5 worked; convergence criterion should be between 10.e-4 to 10.e-6 
    gcg = flopy.mt3d.Mt3dGcg(mt, mxiter=mxiter, iter1=iter1, isolve=isolve) 
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Appendix F. Characteristics of the stormwater system of Urban Observatory (Dresden, Germany) 
 
Table A. 1 presents the characteristics of the stormwater system from the Urban Observatory in 
Dresden. The diameter of the circular pipes varies between 0.15m and 1m. Furthermore, Table A. 2 
displays the coordinates of the nodes associated to each pipeline. The coordinates were loaded into 
QGIS with the aim to create the shape of the network.  
 

Table A. 1 Characterisation of the stormwater system in Urban Observatory (Dresden, Germany) 
Link From Node To Node Length (m) Shape Pipe Diameter (m) 

1 90RW culvEnd 22.62 CIRCULAR 0.45 
68 36L44RW 36L71RW 225.11 CIRCULAR 0.4 
69 68RW 69RW 62.08 CIRCULAR 0.15 
70 69RW 36Q88RW 118.05 CIRCULAR 0.3 
71 36L71RW 36M18RW 90.22 CIRCULAR 0.4 
72 36M18RW 36M5RW 122.82 CIRCULAR 0.4 
73 36M5RW 36R67RW 58.01 CIRCULAR 0.5 
74 36Q109RW 36Q86RW 59.95 CIRCULAR 0.2 
75 36Q88RW 36Q86RW 32.33 CIRCULAR 0.15 
76 36Q86RW 36Q81RW 43.13 CIRCULAR 0.15 
77 36Q81RW 36R67RW 160.33 CIRCULAR 1 
78 36R83RW 36Q69RW 64.7 CIRCULAR 0.15 
79 78RW 36Q69RW 135.48 CIRCULAR 0.2 
80 36Q69RW 36Q81RW 39.11 CIRCULAR 0.15 
81 36Q55RW 36Q81RW 169.84 CIRCULAR 0.8 
82 79RW 80RW 16.5 CIRCULAR 0.2 
83 80RW 36Q55RW 53.17 CIRCULAR 0.6 
84 81RW 36Q114RW 74.72 CIRCULAR 0.3 
85 36Q114RW 36Q123RW 115.01 CIRCULAR 0.3 
86 36Q123RW 80RW 13.36 CIRCULAR 0.6 
87 83RW 36Q123RW 121.38 CIRCULAR 0.4 
88 36Q153RW 83RW 43.04 CIRCULAR 0.15 
89 36Q166RW 36Q153RW 63.49 CIRCULAR 0.15 
90 84RW 85RW 29.81 CIRCULAR 0.2 
91 85RW 86RW 32.92 CIRCULAR 0.2 
92 86RW 87RW 57.94 CIRCULAR 0.2 
93 87RW 36Q153RW 76.82 CIRCULAR 0.15 
94 36R67RW 36R71RW 49.61 CIRCULAR 1 
95 36R71RW 89RW 137.25 CIRCULAR 1 
96 89RW 90RW 49.8 CIRCULAR 1 
97 culvEnd 91RW 68.18 CIRCULAR 1 
98 91RW CSO_6 500.25 CIRCULAR 1 
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 Table A. 2 Coordinates of the nodes of the stormwater system in the Urban Observatory (Dresden, 
Germany) 

Node X-Coord Y-Coord 

36L44RW 418332.8 5650885 
36L71RW 418509.5 5651022 
36M18RW 418570.3 5650957 
36M5RW 418553.9 5650839 
36Q109RW 418505.3 5650784 
36Q114RW 418315.2 5650764 
36Q123RW 418289.5 5650666 
36Q153RW 418140.9 5650611 
36Q166RW 418124.5 5650549 
36Q55RW 418324.9 5650611 
36Q69RW 418481 5650666 
36Q81RW 418464 5650702 
36Q86RW 418439.1 5650737 
36Q88RW 418406.9 5650740 
36R67RW 418593.3 5650796 
36R71RW 418631.6 5650828 
36R83RW 418535.7 5650701 
68RW 418399.6 5650915 
69RW 418438.5 5650860 
78RW 418353.5 5650591 
79RW 418337.7 5650690 
80RW 418297 5650653 
81RW 418324.9 5650838 
83RW 418182.2 5650598 
84RW 418018.2 5650683 
85RW 418043.1 5650667 
86RW 418069.3 5650647 
87RW 418074.1 5650629 
89RW 418768.9 5650829 
90RW 418818.7 5650829 
91RW 418893.3 5650880 

culvEnd 418821.2 5650830 
CSO_6 419019.9 5650955 
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Appendix G. Characteristics of the artificial sewer network 
 
Table A. 3 presents the characteristics of the evaluated artificial sewer network represented as different 
HLS. In total, 72 HLS of second and third level of complexity were evaluated 
 
Table A. 3 HLS characteristics of artificial sewer network 

Name Level Angle (°) 
Position of 
Secondary 

 pipe 

Number of pipes Geometric characteristics 
Main 
pipe 

Secondary 
pipes 

Tertiary 
pipes 

Total  
pipes 

Length 
(m) 

covered area 
(m2) 

x 
centroid 

y 
centroid 

pipesT_2D_1_1 2 45 1 1 1 0 2 1500 174125 1588 1511 

pipesT_2D_1_12 2 45 12 1 2 0 3 2000 261625 1604 1472 

pipesT_2D_1_123 2 45 123 1 3 0 4 2500 349988 1697 1452 

pipesT_2D_1_13 2 45 13 1 2 0 3 2000 349988 1697 1452 

pipesT_2D_1_2 2 45 2 1 1 0 2 1500 174125 1754 1511 

pipesT_2D_1_3 2 45 3 1 1 0 2 1500 174988 1922 1511 

pipesT_2D_2_1 2 45 1 1 2 0 3 2000 470750 1471 1628 

pipesT_2D_2_12 2 45 12 1 4 0 5 3000 645750 1516 1628 

pipesT_2D_2_123 2 45 123 1 6 0 7 4000 822475 1614 1628 

pipesT_2D_2_13 2 45 13 1 4 0 5 3000 822475 1614 1628 

pipesT_2D_2_2 2 45 2 1 2 0 3 2000 348250 1754 1628 

pipesT_2D_2_3 2 45 3 1 2 0 3 2000 349975 1922 1628 

pipesT_2_1_1 2 90 1 1 1 0 2 1500 246263 1704 1463 

pipesT_2_1_12 2 90 12 1 2 0 3 2000 370013 1760 1407 

pipesT_2_1_123 2 90 123 1 3 0 4 2500 495000 1873 1380 

pipesT_2_1_13 2 90 13 1 2 0 3 2000 495000 1873 1380 

pipesT_2_1_2 2 90 2 1 1 0 2 1500 246263 1871 1463 

pipesT_2_1_3 2 90 3 1 1 0 2 1500 247500 2039 1463 

pipesT_2_2_1 2 90 1 1 2 0 3 2000 495013 1704 1629 

pipesT_2_2_12 2 90 12 1 4 0 5 3000 743763 1760 1630 

pipesT_2_2_123 2 90 123 1 6 0 7 4000 995000 1873 1630 

pipesT_2_2_13 2 90 13 1 4 0 5 3000 995000 1873 1630 

pipesT_2_2_2 2 90 2 1 2 0 3 2000 495013 1871 1629 

pipesT_2_2_3 2 90 3 1 2 0 3 2000 497500 2039 1629 

pipesT_3D_1_1 3 45 1 1 1 2 4 1750 217000 1531 1488 

pipesT_3D_1_12 3 45 12 1 2 4 7 2500 304500 1584 1461 

pipesT_3D_1_123 3 45 123 1 3 6 10 3250 392563 1689 1446 

pipesT_3D_1_13 3 45 13 1 2 4 7 2500 392563 1689 1446 

pipesT_3D_1_2 3 45 2 1 1 2 4 1750 217000 1730 1488 

pipesT_3D_1_3 3 45 3 1 1 2 4 1750 217563 1931 1488 

pipesT_3D_2_1 3 45 1 1 2 4 7 2500 600250 1399 1628 

pipesT_3D_2_12 3 45 12 1 4 8 13 4000 775250 1471 1628 

pipesT_3D_2_123 3 45 123 1 6 12 19 5500 951375 1579 1628 

pipesT_3D_2_13 3 45 13 1 4 8 13 4000 951375 1579 1628 

pipesT_3D_2_2 3 45 2 1 2 4 7 2500 434000 1730 1628 

pipesT_3D_2_3 3 45 3 1 2 4 7 2500 435125 1931 1628 

pipesT_3D_3_1 3 45 1 1 1 4 6 2000 227938 1511 1486 

pipesT_3D_3_12 3 45 12 1 2 8 11 3000 315438 1568 1461 

pipesT_3D_3_123 3 45 123 1 3 12 16 4000 414000 1689 1446 

pipesT_3D_3_13 3 45 13 1 2 8 11 3000 414000 1689 1446 

pipesT_3D_3_2 3 45 2 1 1 4 6 2000 217000 1730 1488 
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pipesT_3D_3_3 3 45 3 1 1 4 6 2000 228063 1947 1486 

pipesT_3D_4_1 3 45 1 1 2 8 11 3000 600250 1399 1628 

pipesT_3D_4_12 3 45 12 1 4 16 21 5000 775250 1471 1628 

pipesT_3D_4_123 3 45 123 1 6 24 31 7000 972375 1594 1628 

pipesT_3D_4_13 3 45 13 1 4 16 21 5000 972375 1594 1628 

pipesT_3D_4_2 3 45 2 1 2 8 11 3000 434000 1730 1628 

pipesT_3D_4_3 3 45 3 1 2 8 11 3000 456125 1947 1628 

pipesT_3_1_1 3 90 1 1 1 2 4 1750 310000 1670 1428 

pipesT_3_1_12 3 90 12 1 2 4 7 2500 435000 1751 1389 

pipesT_3_1_123 3 90 123 1 3 6 10 3250 561250 1871 1368 

pipesT_3_1_13 3 90 13 1 2 4 7 2500 561250 1871 1368 

pipesT_3_1_2 3 90 2 1 1 2 4 1750 310000 1870 1428 

pipesT_3_1_3 3 90 3 1 1 2 4 1750 311250 2071 1428 

pipesT_3_2_1 3 90 1 1 2 4 7 2500 682500 1635 1628 

pipesT_3_2_12 3 90 12 1 4 8 13 4000 932500 1720 1628 

pipesT_3_2_123 3 90 123 1 6 12 19 5500 1245000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_2_13 3 90 13 1 4 8 13 4000 1245000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_2_2 3 90 2 1 2 4 7 2500 620000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_2_3 3 90 3 1 2 4 7 2500 682500 2105 1628 

pipesT_3_3_1 3 90 1 1 1 4 6 2000 325625 1652 1425 

pipesT_3_3_12 3 90 12 1 2 8 11 3000 450625 1735 1389 

pipesT_3_3_123 3 90 123 1 3 12 16 4000 591875 1871 1369 

pipesT_3_3_13 3 90 13 1 2 8 11 3000 591875 1871 1369 

pipesT_3_3_2 3 90 2 1 1 4 6 2000 310000 1870 1428 

pipesT_3_3_3 3 90 3 1 1 4 6 2000 326250 2089 1426 

pipesT_3_4_1 3 90 1 1 2 8 11 3000 682500 1635 1628 

pipesT_3_4_12 3 90 12 1 4 16 21 5000 932500 1720 1628 

pipesT_3_4_123 3 90 123 1 6 24 31 7000 1245000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_4_13 3 90 13 1 4 16 21 5000 1245000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_4_2 3 90 2 1 2 8 11 3000 620000 1870 1628 

pipesT_3_4_3 3 90 3 1 2 8 11 3000 682500 2105 1628 
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Appendix H. Influence of HLS characteristics on the spreading of contaminants  
 
The influence of the horizontal contaminant plume (HLS) characteristics on the spreading of the 
contaminants was evaluated considering four parameters: I) connection angle relative to groundwater 
flow direction (GWD), II) width of the HLS, III) length and number of connected pipes and IV) position of 
the connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe. Table A. 4 summarises the characteristics of the 
contaminant plume generated by one HLS forming four different angles with the groundwater velocity 
vectors and their comparison to the base case scenario. Furthermore, Table A. 5 presents the 
characteristics of the contaminant plume generated by HLS with different widths.  
 

Table A. 4 Characterisation of the contaminant plume generated by one HLS forming angles of 180, 
90, 45 and 135 with the groundwater velocity vectors 

HLS Characteristics Plume characteristics Comparing plumes to base case 
scenario 

Angle 
(°) 

Width  
(m) 

Centroid  
 

Area 
Plume 

(m2) 

Centroid  
Plume  

Width 
(w) 
(m) 

Length 
(L) 
(m) 

Distance 
between 
centroids 

(dpn) 

Area 
(A) 
A 

sc/A 
base 

Width 
(w) 

Length 
(L) 

 dpn 
% 

difference Spread 
y-axis 

Spread 
x-axis 

xHLS yHLS x y (m) w sc/w 
base 

L sc/L 
base 

180 5 1870 1627 370850 2043 1627 240 1780 173 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 

90 5 1870 1627 855025 2044 1630 1230 740 174 2.3 5.1 0.4 -0.6 

45 5 1870 1627 641900 2050 1621 1300 736 180 1.7 5.4 0.4 -4.0 

135 5 1870 1627 641838 2050 1634 1300 736 180 1.7 5.4 0.4 -4.0 

 
Table A. 5 Characterisation of the contaminant plume generated by one HLS having different widths 

HLS Characteristics Plume characteristics Comparing plumes to base case 
scenario 

HLS  Angle Width  Centroid Area Length Width Centroid dpn Area/Abase Length Width dpn 

(°) (m) xHLS yHLS (m2) (m) (m) x y   (m) (m) % 
difference 

T_1H 0 5 1870 1627 370850 1780 240 2043 1627 173 1.0 1.00 1.0 0.0 

T_1H 0 250 1870 1627 807200 1780 490 2043 1627 173 2.2 1.00 2.0 0.0 

T_1H 0 500 1870 1627 1252400 1780 730 2043 1627 173 3.4 1.00 3.0 0.0 

T_1V 90 5 1870 1627 855025 750 1230 2044 1630 174 1.0 1.00 1.0 0.0 

T_1V 90 250 1870 1627 1216838 1030 1240 2044 1630 174 1.4 1.37 1.0 0.0 

T_1V 90 500 1870 1627 1564713 1300 1240 2044 1630 174 1.8 1.73 1.0 0.0 

 
 
Additionally, Table A. 6 shows the contaminant plume characteristics of selected scenarios to illustrate 
the effect of the HLS on the spreading of the contaminants. The values of total area of contaminant 
plume were compared to the base case scenario.  
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Table A. 6 Selected HLS to analyse the influence of their characteristics on the spreading of contaminants 
 

HLS characteristics Other factors Plume characteristics Comparison  
to base case 

LC Angle PS L Npipes xHLS yHLS AHLS GWD LR Ap xp yp dpn Ap sc/Ap bsc 
1 - - 1000 1 1870 1627 - 1 1 370850 2043 1627 173 1 

2.1 90 3 1500 2 2039 1463 247500 1 1 754150 2316 1456 277 2 
2.1 90 3 1500 2 2039 1463 247500 1 2 782732 2340 1450 301 2.1 
3.1 90 3 1750 4 2071 1428 311250 1 1 802188 2329 1434 258 2.2 
3.1 90 3 1750 4 2071 1428 311250 1 2 835950 2357 1422 286 2.3 
3.3 90 3 2000 6 2089 1426 326250 1 1 824550 2335 1433 246 2.2 
3.3 90 3 2000 6 2089 1426 326250 1 2 876136 2367 1421 278 2.4 
3.4 90 123 7000 31 2075 1627 1245000 1 1 2316250 2075 1627 198 6.2 
3.1 45 1 1500 2 1588 1511 174125 1 1 601300 1740 1528 153 1.6 
3.1 45 2 1500 2 1754 1511 174125 1 1 594650 1940 1524 186 1.6 
3.1 45 3 1500 2 1922 1511 174988 1 1 621875 2151 1519 229 1.7 
3.1 45 1 1750 4 1531 1488 217000 1 1 644250 1696 1510 166 1.7 
3.2 45 1 2500 7 1399 1628 600250 1 1 917500 1557 1627 158 2.5 
3.2 45 2 2500 7 1730 1628 434000 1 1 908250 1865 1627 135 2.4 
3.2 45 2 2500 7 1730 1628 434000 2 1 1258975 1778 1422 212 3.4 
3.3 45 1 2000 6 1511 1486 227938 1 1 668863 1682 1508 172 1.8 
3.4 45 123 7000 31 1594 1628 972375 1 1 1732350 1828 1627 234 4.7 
3.4 45 13 5000 21 1594 1628 972375 1 1 1600163 1838 1627 244 4.3 
3.4 45 12 5000 21 1471 1628 775250 1 1 1333275 1640 1627 169 3.6 
3.4 45 13 5000 21 1594 1628 972375 2 1 2012513 1605 1418 210 5.4 

 
LC: level of complexity of the network (1, 2 or 3) (see Figure 8) 
Angle: connection angle of the secondary pipes to the main pipe 
PS: position of the connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe (see Figure 8) 
L: length of the HLS representing the sewer network 
Npipes: number of connected pipes 
xHLS: coordinate x for the centroid of the HLS representing the sewer network 
yHLS: coordinate y for the centroid of the HLS representing the sewer network 
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AHLS: area covered by the HLS representing the sewer network 
GWD: groundwater flow direction 
LR: leakage rate 
Ap: total area of the contaminant plume 
xp: coordinate x for the centroid of the contaminant plume 
yp: coordinate y for the centroid of the contaminant plume 
dpn: distance between the centroid of the HLS and the contaminant plume 
Ap scn/A p scn: relative area of the contaminant plume for a given HLS in relation to the base case scenario (one pipe 1000 length parallel to the GWD) 
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Appendix I. Statistical analysis of the influence of HLS characteristics on the spreading of 
contaminants  
 
The statistical analysis was done in R (software RStudio). A t-test was carried out to identify statistically 
significant differences between the means of the area of the plume obtained by the scenarios, in the 
position of connection of secondary pipe to main pipe (PS) varies. Results of the t-test for PS 1 and PS 
2 are shown in Table A. 7, whilst Table A. 8 presents the results of the t-test for PS 12 and PS 13. The 
comparison between these PS considers HLS with the same length but different position. 
 
Table A. 7 Testing the significance of the influence of PS of one single secondary pipe on the spreading 
of the contaminants (t-test) 

Parameter Mean - A p-value for RA 
PS 1 3.010833 0.1387 PS 2 2.778542 

p-value<0.05 represents a statistically significance with 95% of confidence level 
RA: Relative area of the contaminant plume for a given scenario (see section 4.4.2) 
 
Table A. 8 Testing the significance of the influence of PS of two secondary pipes on spreading of the 
contaminants (t-test) 

Parameter Mean - A p-value for RA 
PS 12 3.763913 0.03736 PS 13 4.207917 

p-value<0.05 represents a statistically significance with 95% of confidence level 
RA: Relative area of the contaminant plume for a given scenario (see section 4.4.2) 
 
Additionally, boxplots were computed in order to visualise difference on the means of the group of 
scenarios with different HLS shape (see Figure A. 1). It is observed that the total length and the covered 
area generates the higher difference among the means of the relative contaminant area of the plume 
(AR). Additionally, the position of the secondary pipe influences the spreading of the plume, only when 
more than one secondary pipe is connected in parallel to the main pipe (e.g. PS 13 vs PS 12) (see Table 
A. 8).  
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a) Connection angle - α 
 

 
b) Level of complexity – LC 
 

 
c) Total length of the HLS. 1) L<2900m and 2) L>2900m 
 

 
d) Area covered by HLS. 1) AHLS<542795 and 2) AHLS>542795  
 

 
e) Position of connection of secondary pipe to main pipe. 1-3): secondary pipe connected to position 1 or 2 or 3. 4): secondary 
pipe connected to position 1 and 3. 5): secondary pipe connected to position 1, 2 and 3. 6): secondary pipe connected to 
position 1 and 2. 
 

Figure A. 1 Boxplot showing distribution of the relative areas of contaminant plumes considering 
scenarios with different HLS characteristics.  
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The Figure A. 2 presents the scatter plot of the variables: Level of complexity (Level), number of pipes 
(Npipe), total length of the HLS (L), drainage density of the HLS (DD) and angle. Also, the total area of 
the contaminant plume (A) and the distance between the centroid of the HLS and the centroid of the 
contaminant plume (dpn) are included. The total length of the HLS depends on the number of pipes. For 
this reason, L and Npipe are strongly correlated (adjusted R2:  0.89) (see Table A. 9). 
 
Additionally, a Pearson correlation matrix (see Table A. 10) was computed identify factors with high 
correlation. Coefficients of Pearson correlation show which variables have a positive or negative 
correlation. In this case the length of the HLS is positive correlated to the number of pipes, area covered 
by the HLS and the area of the plume. These linear correlations are high (Pearson coefficient higher 
than 0.5). Additionally, the area covered by the HLS has a high linear correlation with the number of 
connected pipes and area of the plume. 

 
Npipe: Number of pipes, L: Total length of HLS, Anet: area covered by HLS, A: area of contaminant plume, dpn: distance 

between centroid of HLS and contaminant plume 
Figure A. 2 Scatter plot of HLS characteristics vs area of plume and distance between centroids 

 

Table A. 9 Linear regression among HLS and contaminant plume characteristics 
Parameter Multiple R2 Adjusted R2 F-Statistic (p-value) N 

Npipe L 0.8913 0.8909 <2.20E-16 282 
A L 0.6472 0.6459 <2.20E-16 282 
A Anet 0.6563 0.6551 <2.20E-16 282 
 
Table A. 10 Pearson correlation matrix among HLS and contaminant plume characteristics 
 Level L Npipe Anet Angle A dpn 
Level 1 0.35 0.54 0.17 -0.01 0.23 0.13 
L 0.35 1 0.94 0.83 -0.03 0.8 0.28 
Npipe 0.54 0.94 1 0.72 -0.03 0.71 0.25 
Anet 0.17 0.83 0.72 1 0.24 0.81 0.29 
Angle -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.24 1 0.12 -0.09 
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A 0.23 0.8 0.71 0.81 0.12 1 0.33 
dpn 0.13 0.28 0.25 0.29 -0.09 0.33 1 
Level: level of complexity of the network (1, 2 or 3) (see Figure 8) 
Angle: connection angle of the secondary pipes to the main pipe 
Length: length of the HLS representing the sewer network 
Npipes: number of connected pipes 
Anet: area covered by the HLS representing the sewer network 
A: total area of the contaminant plume 
dpn: distance between the centroid of the HLS and the contaminant plume 
 
Figure A. 2 suggests no linear relation between the HLS characteristics and the distance between the 
centroid of the HLS and the centroid of the contaminant plume. In contrast, the position of the centroid 
of the plume might depend on the position of the centroid of the HLS. Hence, a linear regression was 
done between the x and y coordinates of each centroid. The linear regression considered all the 
simulated scenarios with groundwater direction from west to east (GWD1). Results showed that the 
position of the centroids are highly linearly correlated (R2>0.9) (see Table A. 11). 
 
Table A. 11 Results of linear regression for the coordinates of the centroid of the plume and HLS 
 
Variable 
1 

Variable 1 R2 Adjusted 
R2 

F-Statistic (p-value) N 

xp xHLS 0.9324 0.9319 2.20E-16 142 
yp yHLS 0.9954 0.9954 2.20E-16 142 
xp: x-axis coordinate of the plume, yp: y-axis coordinate of the plume, xHLS: x-axis coordinate of the HLS, yHLS: y-axis coordinate 
of the HLS 
 
Afterwards, in order to identify the HLS characteristics that have a significant influence on the area of 
the contaminant plume, one analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done (Equation 12). Since the number 
of pipes and the length of the HLS have a strong linear relation (adjusted R2:  0.89), the number of pipes 
was not selected as a predictor of the total area of the plume. 
 

𝑅𝑅~𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝐿𝐿𝜕𝜕 + 𝐿𝐿 + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝜕𝜕𝐿𝐿 Equation 12 
 
Where,  
A: total area of the contaminant plume  
Level: Level of complexity of the HLS (2 or 3) 
L: total length of the HLS  
Anet: Area covered by the HLS  
Angle: connection angle between pipes 
 
Table A. 12 displays the results of the F-test, whilst Table A. 13 presents the results of the ANOVA. The 
adjusted R2 obtained in Table A. 12 shows that the model of Equation 12 explains 70% of the variability 
of the area of the contaminant plume. The analysis of variance included a test of statistical significance 
(t-test). The statistical significance compares the mean square versus the estimated experimental error. 
In this case all factors have a p-value less than 0.05. Then, the mean of these factors is significantly 
different than zero with a 95% of confidence level. Hence, all the analysed factors are statistically 
significant to predict the area of the contaminant plume (see Pr(>F) in Table A. 13). 
 
Table A. 12 F-test of the area of contaminant plume depending on the HLS characteristics 

 Estimate std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)  
Intercept 4.65E+05 9.00E+04 5.161 4.67E-07 *** 
Level 6.56E+03 3.25E+04 0.202 0.84  
Length of HLS 1.56E+02 2.53E+01 6.18 2.26E-09 *** 
Angle 4.21E+02 7.08E+02 0.594 0.553  
Area covered by 
HLS 

6.76E-01 1.06E-01 6.402 6.49E-10 *** 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Residual standard error: 233100 on 279 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.7117,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.7076  
F-statistic: 172.2 on 4 and 279 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
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Table A. 13 Analysis of variance of the area of contaminant plume depending on the HLS characteristics  
Variable Df Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F value Pr(>F)  
Level 1 2.88E+12 2.88E+12 52.905 3.55E-12 *** 
Length of HLS 1 3.13E+1

3 
3.13E+13 576.176 <2.20E-16 *** 

Angle 1 1.02E+12 1.02E+12 18.8 2.03E-05 *** 
Area covered by 
HLS 

1 2.23E+12 2.23E+12 40.98 6.49E-10 *** 

Residuals 279 1.52E+13 5.44E+10   . 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Appendix J. Statistical analysis of factors influencing the spreading of contaminants  
 
A t-test was carried out to identify statistically significant differences between the means of the area of 
the plume obtained by the scenarios, in which the groundwater direction and leakage rate were varied. 
Results of the t-test for groundwater direction are shown in Table A. 14, whilst Table A. 15 presents the 
results of the t-test for the leakage rate. None of the factors have a statistically significance on the 
distance between the centroid of the pollution plume and the HLS. However, changing the groundwater 
flow direction influences significantly the area of the plume (p-value<0.05) 
 
Table A. 14 Testing the significance of the influence of groundwater flow direction on the spreading of 
the contaminants (t-test) 

Parameter Mean – Ap p-value for Ap Mean - dpn p-value for dpn 
GWD 1 1149037 5.49E-12 185.4375   0.1518 GWD 2 1487832 194.7429  

p-value<0.05 represents a statistically significance with 95% of confidence level 
 
Table A. 15 Testing the significance of the leakage rate on the spreading of the contaminants (t-test) 

Parameter Mean - Ap p-value for Ap Mean - dpn p-value for dpn 
LR 1   1297286    0.4582 186.5069   0.2761 LR 2 1335347 193.6429 

p-value<0.05 represents a statistically significance with 95% of confidence level 
 
Afterwards, a new analysis of variance was carried out to identify if the combination of HLS 
characteristics and groundwater flow direction can be used to predict the area of the contaminant source 
(Equation 13). Additionally, the ANOVA was used to identify the factors with a significant influence on 
the spreading of the contaminants. 
 

𝑅𝑅~𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝐿𝐿𝜕𝜕 + 𝐿𝐿 + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝜕𝜕𝐿𝐿 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷 Equation 13 
 
Where,  
A: Total area of the contaminant plume  
Level: Level of complexity of the HLS (2 or 3) 
L: Total length of the HLS  
Anet: Area covered by the HLS 
PS: Position of connection of the secondary pipe to the main pipe 
Angle: connection angle between pipes 
GWD: groundwater flow direction 
 
Table A. 16 displays the results of the F-test, whilst Table A. 17 presents the results of the ANOVA. The 
adjusted R2 obtained (Table A. 16) shows that the model explains 89% of the variability of the area of 
the contaminant plume. The analysis of variance included a test of statistical significance (t-test). The 
statistical significance compares the mean square versus the estimated experimental error. In this case 
all factors have a p-value less than 0.05. Then, the mean of these factors is significantly different than 
zero with a 95% of confidence level. Hence, all the analysed factors are statistically significant to predict 
the area of the contaminant plume (see Pr(>F) in Table A. 16). By including the groundwater direction 
in the Equation 13, the model explains an additional 18% of the variance, compared to the model 
presented in Equation 12. 
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Table A. 16 F-test of the area of contaminant plume depending on the HLS characteristics and 
groundwater flow direction 

 Estimate std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)  
Intercept -4.42E-01 1.73E-01 -2.562 0.010947 * 
Level 7.80E-02 5.64E-02 1.382 0.16799  
Length of HLS 3.54E-04 4.78E-05 7.407 1.57E-12 *** 
Angle 1.01E-03 1.18E-03 0.856 0.393013  
Area covered by HLS 1.96E-06 1.79E-07 10.931 <2e-16 *** 
Position (PS) 6.00E-02 1.68E-02 3.58 0.000406 *** 
Groundwater direction 9.74E-01 4.57E-02 21.296 <2e-16 *** 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 0.3852 on 277 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.8926, Adjusted R-squared:  0.8903  
F-statistic: 383.7 on 6 and 277 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
 
Table A. 17 Analysis of variance of the area of contaminant plume depending on the HLS characteristics 
and groundwater flow direction  
Variable Df Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F value Pr(>F)  
Level 1 20.947 20.947 141.198 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Length of HLS 1 227.794 227.794 1535.521 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Angle 1 7.42 7.42 50.015 1.25E-11 *** 
Area covered by HLS 1 16.167 16.167 108.981 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Position (PS) 1 1.887 1.887 12.72 0.00043 *** 
Groundwater direction 1 67.281 67.281 453.529 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Residuals 277 41.093 0.148    
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Appendix K. Characteristics of the contaminant plumes for the urban observatory – Dresden 
 
In order to identify areas with high risk of pollution, the shape of the stormwater system from the urban 
observatory in Dresden was used. Table A. 18 presents the characteristics of the HLS used to simulate 
scenarios. Additionally, the total area of the plume (A) and its relation to the area of the contaminant 
plume generated by the whole sewer network are presented. 
 
Table A. 18 Comparison of contaminant plumes for different shapes of HLS based on Urban 
Observatory (Dresden)  

Characteristics of HLS Characteristics of the contaminant plume 

Type 
HLS 

Length  
(m) 

Anet  
(m2) 

Nº 
wells 

Injected mass  
for 10 years - M 

% Injected  
mass 
  

A 
(m2) Ap/Aptotal 

Coordinates 
centroid of plume 

(kg) xp yp 
1 890 42030 211 1312588 33 396863 0.62 1602 1794 
2 520 22873 119 740276 19 286988 0.45 1467 1902 
3 410 11674 86 534990 14 246475 0.39 1395 1809 
4 330 4144 67 416794 11 194163 0.3 1398 1664 
5 340 6624 63 391911 10 194063 0.3 1070 1635 
6 420 11667 86 534990 14 272288 0.43 1444 1802 

7 2910 179860 632 3931584 100 637238 1 1258 1726 
Nº wells: number of wells representing the HLS, Anet: Area covered by HLS, A: area of the contaminant plume, 
Ap/Aptotal: relation between the area of the plume generated by the individual HLS and the area of the plume 
generated by the whole network, xp: x-coordinate, yp: y-coordinate, M: total injected mass  
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